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SUMMER 20 0 8
Broadway legend Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H and star director
Fred Chappell ’64 celebrate the Annie Russell Theatre’s
75th year with a guest appearance on the home stage.
Curtain Call
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Sig Ep
Reunion
2008
They came from as far away as Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Nearly
150 Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers of the ’70s and ’80s returned to
Rollins in February for the first-ever Sig Ep Reunion. Organized
by TimWebber ’80, Scott Lyden ’80, and Andy Fox ’80, the
Reunion included a Friday night get-together at the home of
John ’77 ’84MBA and Sandy Smith Race ’78, a Saturday night
party at Florida Federation of Garden Clubs, and a Sunday
brunch at the Alumni House.
Left (l-r): TimWebber ’80
and John Courtney ’81
Above (l-r): Sig Ep Little Sisters (front row)
Barbara Lennon Madigan ’80, Julie
Wildman Pepe ’82, Lois Sawtelle
Hochhauser ’81, Trish Conover Wubker
’81, Pinkie Hutcheson Chace ’76; (mid-
dle row) Sandy Smith Race ’78, Kris
Velz Tope ’80,Mimi Carrington O’Brien
’80, Katie Irvine Folken ’81; (back row)
Sandy Rice, Tish Wittbold Keir ’77
Left: (l-r): Tom Vittetow ’83 and Dave
Morgan ’85
Above (l-r): Sig Ep Reunion organizers TimWebber ’80, Scott
Lyden ’80, and Andy Fox ’80
Below (l-r): Sarah Bronos, Henry
Pfingstag ’73 ’79MAT, and Judy
Wommack Pfingstag ’75 ’79MED
Right: Ed Danowitz ’75
PHOTO’S BY JUDYWATSON TRACY
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COVER:Ab o u t T h e
Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H as Lady Bracknell
with Jessica Fornasier ’11 in The
Importance of Being Earnest; Inset: Ivey
and production director Fred Chappell
’64; photos by Tony Firriolo
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Former Poet Laureate Billy Collins ’08H
gives commencement address, p. 3
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raduates, parents, families, friends, faculty, and staff packed the Warden
Arena on Mother’s Day, May 11, for the commencement ceremony of the
College of Arts & Sciences, during which nearly 350 graduates received diplomas.
For the first time ever, the College hosted a live streaming video of the ceremony.
More than 240 in 20 countries viewed the broadcast. Class of 2008 valedictorian
Joseph Patrick Kuhlman, who graduated with a perfect 4.0 GPA, encouraged his
fellow graduates to give back to the world and shared the words of Mother Teresa:
“It is not the magnitude of our actions but the amount of love that is put into
them that matters.”
The keynote address was delivered by former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy
Collins ’08H, author of eight collections of poetry. “What I have been asked to
do here is an honor and a privilege, but also a challenge,” said Collins. “How to
give advice to a crowd of strangers? We tend to resist accepting advice from those
who love and care for us the most, so why accept it from a stranger? And a poet,
no less...stranger than your average stranger!” He encouraged graduates to sustain
their desire to learn and to perpetuate their thinking by reading regularly and
widely, “not as a distraction—a way to kill time on an airplane or at the beach—
but as part of an ongoing imaginative and intellectual adventure called the life of
the mind.” He also counseled graduates to “carpe our diems simply because we do
not have an unlimited supply of diems given to us,” and to live with gratitude.
Collins concluded his address with a reading of his poem “The Lanyard”
as a Mother’s Day salute. To read excerpts from Collins’ address, go to
news.rollins.edu/08commencements/shtml. Both Collins and Michael Winston,
retiring president of The Alfred
Harcourt Foundation, were awarded
honorary doctorates of humane letters.
BUS INESS ENTREPRENEUR
and Rollins trustee Thomas J. Petters,
founder, CEO, and chairman of Petters
Group Worldwide, addressed the 157
members of the Rollins MBA Class of
2008 at the Crummer Graduate School
of Business commencement ceremony
on April 26. Since launching Petters
Group Worldwide as a trading company
in 1988, Petters has grown the privately
held corporation into a portfolio of
companies with an inernational profile,
NOTABLE achievements
NEW VP AND TREASURER—Jeffrey Eisenbarth
will join the Rollins community on August 1 as the
College’s new treasurer and vice president for busi-
ness and finance. He replaces George Herbst, who
will retire from the office this summer after 12 years at
Rollins. Eisenbarth
has nearly 30 years of
experience in finan-
cial and business
services in the higher
education industry.
He currently serves
as vice president
of financial affairs
and treasurer at
Willamette University
in Salem, Oregon.
PUBLISHED—Ilan Alon, Jennifer J. Petters
Professor of International Business and Executive
Director of Rollins
China Center, has co-
edited Globalization
of Chinese Enterprise
(Palgrave Macmillan)
wi th John R.
McIntyre. Through a
series of unique con-
tributions by Chinese
and Western experts,
this book analyzes
the rapid evolution of
Chinese enterprises
in global markets and
provides a roadmap
to understanding the growth of Dragon multinationals
and their impact.
Dexter S. Boniface, Assistant Professor of
Political Science, has co-editedPromoting Democracy
in the Americas (The Johns Hopkins University Press)
with Thomas Legler and Sharon F. Lean. The volume
provides a critical analysis of the role of international
and transnational
actors in contempo-
rary democratization
processes in the
Americas. It covers
recent challenges
to democracy in
Venezuela, Haiti,
and Ecuador, along
with current debates
about election mon-
itoring and democra-
cy promotion within
the Organization of
American States.
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Eisenbarth
PARTING WORDS OF
WISDOM
Business entrepreneur
Tom Petters told MBA
graduates, “This degree is the
best possible resource for the
challenges of the future.”
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BOB KNIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
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including Polaroid, Fingerhut, Sun Country Airlines, and uBid.com. Petters shared
with the MBA graduates the lessons he has learned on his entrepreneurial journey
and told them they were receiving “a very powerful tool” with their MBA degree
from Rollins. “Education is a gift that will never leave you and cannot be taken
away,” he said. “This degree is the best possible resource for the challenges of the
future.” Petters has advanced educational opportunities for Rollins students and fac-
ulty through generous gifts, including a major gift for international study and two
endowed faculty chairs.
FORMER LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
of Florida Toni Jennings delivered
the keynote address at the Hamilton
Holt School’s commencement ceremony
on May 10. Inspired by Maria Shriver’s
TODAY show comments regarding her
book Just Who Will You Be?, Jennings
advised the 377 graduates receiving
associate’s, bachelor’s, or master’s
degrees not to let their career or job
define who they are. She offered five
“tips of the trade” for identifying one’s
true character: be a good listener, call
your parents, don’t worry about getting
credit, give back, and do what you love
and seize opportunities. “The hardest
part about opportunities is they usually
show up disguised as hard work,” she
said. Jennings closed her address with a story about a cracked water pot whose leak
enabled flowers to grow. “It’s the cracks and the flaws that each of us has that make
our lives together so interesting and so rewarding,” she said. “While we celebrate
what you have become—a new college graduate—we’re never too old to also think
about who we will become.”
Disney VP
Erin Wallace ’93MBA to
lead Cummer Board
Erin Wallace ’93MBA, senior vice president of
operations at Walt Disney World, has been
named chairman of the Board of Overseers at
the Crummer Graduate School of Business.
“I welcome the
opportunity to serve
the board as chair,”
Wallace said. “This is
a committed board
that seeks to enable
Crummer to continue
to grow in new
dimensions while
always striving to be
the best MBA pro-
gram for its students.”
During her 23
years at the Walt
Disney World Resort, Wallace has held
numerous executive leadership roles with
increasing responsibility. She currently serves
as senior vice president of operations, main-
taining responsibility for the operation of 22
resorts, four theme parks, two water parks, and
Downtown Disney.
In 2006, Wallace was inducted into the
Crummer Alumni Hall of Fame. She has served
on the Crummer Board of Overseers since
January 2004.
“As a leader in Central Florida industry and
global business throughWalt Disney World, Erin
Wallace represents the best of what the Rollins
MBA program brings to the region and the busi-
ness world in general,” said Craig McAllaster,
dean of the Crummer School. “Her success illus-
trates what can be achieved with a Rollins MBA,
its value to the community and to worldwide
enterprise. We are honored to have her in this
esteemed leadership position at Crummer.”
The Crummer Board of Overseers, composed
of local and international senior corporate
executives, advises the dean of the School and
serves as ambassadors for the Rollins MBA
program. Members are typically CEOs/presi-
dent, or senior-level executives representing
national corporations. Wallace replaces outgoing
chairman Steven W. High ’81MBA, who led the
board through many outstanding achievements
during his five-year term.
—Lisa Junkerman
MBA NEWS
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Former Poet Laureate
Billy Collins ’08H
encouraged graduates to
sustain their desire to learn
and to perpetuate their
thinking by reading regularly
and widely “as part of an
ongoing, imaginative, and
intellectual adventure called
the life of the mind.”
Wallace
Former
Lieutenant
Governor of
Florida Toni
Jennings
told Holt School
graduates, “The
hardest part about
opportunities is
that they usually
show up disguised
as hard work.”
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RICH CELEBRATION—Frank Rich, best-selling author
and renowned Op-Ed columnist for The New York Times,
pulled no verbal punches when he spoke at Rollins in
April, capping a daylong celebration of the Master of
Liberal Studies program’s first two decades.
Chronicling the metamorphosis of news reporting
from a public-service source of truth to an entertainment-
oriented “mediathon” of false reality, Rich made the case
that the deregulation of television, the purchase of the
three major news networks by movie studios, and CNN’s
presentation of the Gulf War as a 24/7 miniseries forced
news organizations to elevate
profit above honesty and
allowed them to become tools
for political manipulation of our
culture. Describing how the
Iraq war was sold to the
American public through the
news media, Rich said, “We
live in a culture where you can
make up almost anything and
get away with it.”
Once called “The Butcher
of Broadway” by those who fell
victim to his more brutal
theater critiques, Rich moved
from the Times’ theater page to
its editorial page in 1994,
becoming the newspaper’s
first columnist to write a
regular, double-length op-ed column in 1999. In the Q&A
portion of Rich’s presentation at Rollins, he spoke of his
own role in American culture, heartily agreeing that it’s
better to be disliked than ignored.
“You have to be honest,” Rich said. “If you don’t
have a strong opinion, you’re just promoting what
someone else is trying to sell.” A writer who has never
avoided controversy, Rich defined the job that has
brought him worldwide recognition: “The role of the critic
is to generate discussion and, if you’re lucky, make
people look at something differently.”
Rich came to Rollins as a Thomas P. Johnson
Distinguished Visiting Scholar. His latest book, The
Greatest Story Ever Sold: The Decline and Fall of Truth
from 9/11 to Katrina, was a New York Times bestseller.
BUONA NOTTE—The Hamilton Holt School held its 12th
annual Starry, Starry Night scholarship benefit dinner
and auction in April. The Italian-themed gala raised
$152,000 in scholarship funds for Rollins’ evening
students. Starry, Starry Night has earned a reputation as
one of the premier events in Central Florida. Since 1997,
the event has raisedmore than $1.4million for scholarships.
“Without the generous support of our Starry, Starry Night
benefactors,” said Holt School Dean Sharon Carrier,
“many deserving students would be unable to experience
the benefits of a Rollins College education.”
—Renée Anduze ’04HH
Last spring, the Rollins community joined in a nationwide
celebration of what would have been the 80th birthday of
Fred “Mister” Rogers ’52 ’74H. March 20 was proclaimed
“Won’t You Wear A Sweater?” Day by Family
Communications, Inc., producer of Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood. As a tribute to Rogers, Rollins joined several
Central Florida Schools in collecting more than 250 sweaters
for donation to the Orlando Union Rescue Mission.
In addition, members of the Rollins community remem-
bered some of the lessons Rogers taught. “His messages are as
meaningful to adults as they are to children, and remain as
significant today as theywere 40 years agowhenMister Rogers’
Neighborhood first aired,” said President Lewis Duncan. “He
told us that there are many ways to be a
caring neighbor—advice that we at
Rollins try to practice individually and
through our community engagement
programs. These experiences teach us
that, as Mister Rogers also told us, ‘We
can all learn from one another.’”
During the celebration, children
from theChildDevelopment&Student
Research Center enjoyed a new play-
ground, made possible by a generous gift
from Rogers’ wife and Rollins Trustee
Joanne Byrd Rogers ’50 ’05H.
Remembering our neighbor
HOLT NEWS
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“Won’t YouWear A Sweater?” Day honors the late
Fred “Mister” Rogers ’52 ’74H
(Front) Lake Orienta Elementary student Lena Hatter and (l-r) Winter Park High School
students Alyssa Varga and Chase DenBeste, Orlando Rescue Union Mission
Development Director Laurie Fewless, Rollins President Lewis Duncan, Rollins Child
Development & Student Research Center Director Sharon Carnahan, and Orlando Union
Rescue Mission Board Member Joan Clayton ’57.
(r) OrlandoMayorBuddy Dyer celebrates
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STUDENTS CHANGING THE WORLD
Tessie Swope ’08 awarded
Blackman Medal for efforts to
fight poverty in the DR
WOMEN’S GOLF TEAM WINS 12th NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP—
Already the most successful program in Division II women’s golf, Rollins College added to its
lore by winning the 2008 NCAADivision II National Championship in record-breaking fashion.
Joanna Coe ’11 became the Tars’ fourth individual national champion while breaking the
Championship scoring record by five strokes. The Mays Landing, N.J. native turned in scores
of 71-73-68-75 for a record score of 287 strokes. Her third-round score of four under par estab-
lished a new championship record for low round. The Tars posted a four-round score of 1181
(293-301-293-294) to break their own championship scoring record of 1185 set in 2005.
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At Baccalaureate 2008, Therese “Tessie” Swope
’08 was awarded the William Fremont Blackman
Medal for her leadership of the Five Stones Project, a
non-profit organization she established in 2003 to
alleviate poverty in the rural areas of the Dominican
Republic. Swope was the first student to receive the
award in more than 35 years. Established 50 years
ago in honor of the College’s fourth president, the
medal was bestowed by the Board of Trustees “in
recognition of Tessie’s own commitment to the ideals
of quality, high standards, and fineness of results that
distinguished President Blackman.” In the past five
years, Five Stones volunteers have built a house,
partnered to construct an educational center, raised
funds for college scholarships, and launched
microenterprises. For more information about The
Five Stones Project, visit fivestonesproject.org.
Rebeca Montaner ’08 launches
program to bring textbooks to
ThirdWorld countries
Rebeca Montaner ’08 has made it her mission to
help people across the world. Last year, she founded
The Book Network as a way to recycle college text-
books by offering them to students at discounted
prices or donating them to local libraries as well as
schools in Third World countries. This spring alone,
she collected 2,000 used textbooks to distribute to
state universities in Venezuela. Montaner has also
sent computers to schools in the Dominican Republic
and raised funds for America Developing Smiles, an
organization that builds schools throughout Latin
America. For more information about The Book
Network, contact rmontaner@rollins.edu.
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NCAA Division II Individual National
Champion Joanne Coe ’11
SINCE last time
Rollins received the Florida Trust for Historic
Preservation’s 2008 Preservation Award for
Restoration/Rehabilitation of Pinehurst Cottage
and the Friends of Casa Feliz Award for
Outstanding Preservation for both Pinehurst and
the Knowles Memorial Chapel … The following
faculty retired: Professor of EnglishMaggie Dunn,
Professor of French Patricia Lancaster, Associate
Professor of Art Ronald Larned, Professor of
Anthropology Pedro Pequeño, Associate Professor
of Business Administration Bill West, Professor of
History Gary Williams, and Associate Professor of Accounting Gary Winarski …
Assistant Professor of International Business Marc Fetscherin won the Hugh F.
McKean Award for distinguished teaching … Kenneth Curry Professor of Literature
Maurice “Socky” O’Sullivan published a new book, The Books of Job, which
explores the literary, cultural, political, and religious history of translating Job into
English … The Corporation for National and Community Service named Rollins
College to the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll
With Distinction for exemplary service efforts and service to disadvantaged youth…
Rollins students participated in Campus MovieFest, the world’s largest student film
festival … Rollins hosted Past Visions, Future Solutions: Renewing Hamilton
Holt’s “Great Adventure in Common Sense Education,” a symposium on how to
educate students to become future leaders equipped to deal with the challenges of
Florida’s continuing growth pressures…Rollinswelcomed the followingguest speakers:
John Hemingway, grandson of the Nobel Prize-winning 20th-century author Earnest
Hemingway, who shared excerpts from his family memoir, Strange Tribe; poet
Michael Madonick ’72 ’74MBA, who presented a reading of his work; and Thomas
P. Johnson Distinguished Visiting Scholars author Stephen Post, who discussed
his bookWhyGood ThingsHappen toGoodPeople: The Exciting NewResearch that
Proves the Link Between Doing Good and Living a Longer, Healthier, Happier Life;
historic preservationist Noré Winter; William Blake scholar and curator Michael
Phillips, who discussed the role of the curator in the early 21st century; and Rodger
Kamenetz, poet and author of the international bestseller The Jew in the Lotus.
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Take a walk down memory lane and catch up on
the current whereabouts and activities of your
favorite Rollins professors.
—ByWarren Miller ’90MBA
THEN & NOW
Gordie Howell ’64MAT
Raymond W. Greene Associate Professor
of Physical Education  ghowell@rollins.edu
Gordie Howell—physical education and athletics professor,
former athletic director, first full-time coach of the men’s
soccer team, and a Rollins alumnus himself (’64MAT in
economics)—didn’t plan on making sports his career. Howell
completed his graduate work after serving as an officer in the
United States Marine Corps. After two years of teaching and
coaching football at Winter Park High School, he joined the
Rollins faculty in 1967 as an instructor in the Department of
Physical Education and Athletics. In 1968, he was appointed
soccer coach by President Hugh McKean ’30 ’72H, who had
begun the soccer program as a substitute for the College’s dis-
continued football program. “I didn’t know a lot about soccer
when then-President McKean asked me if I could take the club
program and do something with it. I went to clinics and asked
players if they’d come to Rollins. I made up a ‘Wanted’ poster
and sent it to high schools in the Northeast. Crude as it was, it
created a great deal of interest. I read the Sports Illustrated column
‘Faces in the Crowd,’ found three high school soccer players,
and boldly wrote letters to them. All three came to Rollins and
became stars.” After 14 years at the helm of men’s soccer,
Howell was named the College’s athletics director in 1983. He
cites the period from the late ’70s through the early ’90s as an
exciting time in Rollins sports, with the soccer team earning
nine invitations to the NCAA Division II championships. In
1992, Howell returned to the faculty and directed his sports
passion to creating and teaching courses on the significance
of sport in society. He teaches the popular course Sport and
Society four times a year and, over the past seven years, he has
led more than 100 students to Greece and England to study
the origins of sport in his January Intersession field-studies course.
Howell is presently constructing a model for incorporating the
subject matter of sport into a multidisciplinary curriculum.
“There is great value in learning about the complex ways
in which sport relates to so many facets of contemporary
life. Whether it is music, art, business, literature, or math,
students love the challenges of critically analyzing issues
through topics they can identify with.”
Sharon Carnahan
Professor of Psychology and Director of the Child Development
& Student Research Center  scarnahan@rollins.edu
In her 17 years at Rollins, Sharon Carnahan has taught a
wide variety of courses in developmental psychology and cross-
cultural development, and even a course in religion. For the
past 15 of those years, she has served as director of Rollins’
Child Development & Student Research Center (CDC) as well.
This in-house “laboratory” not only benefits Rollins students
studying psychology and education, it also has enabled
Carnahan to create assessment tools for child-care programs.
“Twenty years ago, we were just beginning to understand that
infants were not seeing what William James called a ‘blooming,
buzzing confusion,’” she said. “We thought it was amazing that
2-year-olds could find the water fountain and recognize their
mothers. Today, we understand what truly capable learners
infants and young children are. They’re constructing their own
reality, their own world, and they are easily shaped by their
environments.” Carnahan has taken Rollins students to Costa
Rica for the past five years to learn about public health, parenting,
and child development in an environment very different from
ours. “Every culture defines parenting as the transmission of
culture from one generation to the next. However, the content
of what’s important and the methods used to transmit it vary
tremendously. In the States, you would find parents using
words to teach a child how to do a puzzle. In Costa Rica or
Nicaragua, parents use few words; they teach by demonstrating.
When their children learn, they learn as apprentices, by watching
and doing alongside family members.” The Child
Development & Student Research Center has expanded
considerably during Carnahan’s years at the helm. “In that
time, we’ve gone from a three-day to a five-day program, from
unlicensed to fully licensed, from handling 20 undergraduates
a term to about 50. We’ve brought in $450,000 in grant
money... and we’re still growing.”
“I’m a person of faith who intended to become a pastor
until I took a psychology course in my junior year and
realized that I think like a scientist. My course on the
psychology of religious experience has become kind of a
spiritual home. It’s a respectful dialogue; we always have
conservative Christians and atheists in the group.”
ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD6
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Stay on top of the Tars at RollinsSports.com
The first year of lacrosse at Rollins College was, in the views of both
the coaches and administrators involved with the start-up program, a
resounding success. Rollins became the first school in Florida to offer
both men’s and women’s lacrosse—the first sport added in both genders
at the College since cross country joined the roster in 1984 (women’s
soccer joined the longstanding men’s program in 1997).
The accomplishments of the Rollins teams far exceed their first-year
records—especially considering that both teams started recruitment in
April 2007, after many students had accepted enrollment elsewhere. The
men’s lacrosse team ended its season with a record of 2-13, and 0-4 in
the Deep South Conference. The women’s team—the only NCAA
women’s lacrosse program in the state of Florida (although both
Jacksonville University and the University of Florida have announced the
addition of varsity women’s lacrosse teams that will begin play in 2009)—
went 3-9, despite only having two substitutes for most of the year. The
women’s team played five of their 12 scheduled games against teams
ranked in the top 15 in Division II, including squads from North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, and Connecticut.
The decision to add lacrosse was strategic, with ramifications for the
College beyond athletics. Simply put, lacrosse players match the profile of
the Rollins student body; in addition be being good athletes, they are
typically good students.
“The cost of adding the program is relatively low since there’s little
equipment needed,” said women’s lacrosse coach Dennis Short, a veteran
player and coach from Ohio. Four students who might not have come
here otherwise will fund the program.And academically, especially on the
women’s side, lacrosse players are some of the best students. We have
several coming next year on academic scholarships.”
The primary expense, Short explained, is for travel, sincemost of the
schools the Rollins women play are many hundreds of miles to the north.
But there is also a benefit: the school is besieged with offers from other
colleges who want to play in Winter Park during the early season, when
most Northern teams have to play home games indoors.
The biggest challenge to the start-up
at Rollins, Short said, was that “we had no
club teams, no kids playing the sport for fun
on campus. With the late recruitment, we
were fortunate to land three experienced
high school players. We went around the
campus to see who had any experience in
the sport. We even converted our goalie
from a soccer player.”
The fact that Rollins does not offer
athletic scholarships for lacrosse (and doesn’t
plan to in the foreseeable future) also
narrowed the targeted field for recruits. “The
solution was to go after the strongest stu-
dents, who might have been the third-best
player on their high school teams,” Short
said. “We compete with Princeton, Stanford,
Notre Dame, and Duke, who offer scholar-
ships for the best players, and that’s a difficult sell. Still, we have our
climate and our campus, which everyone loves when they see it.”
Because the women’s side of the sport is still young, Short
explained, “We can garner national attention quickly. There aren’t many
teams, and the opportunity to be successful is extremely high right now.”
The task for men’s lacrosse coach Andrew Baxter is a little tougher.
Themen, like the women, play a schedule of experienced lacrosse teams
from North Carolina, New York, and New England, and also play in-state
men’s programs at St. Leo and UCF. Still, Baxter said, “There’s no reason
why we can’t be national champs in Division II. We have a solid base of
players that can help get us there.”
That will require recruiting more experienced players, however. “We
have to recruit players who can compete at the college level,” Baxter said.
“We can’t be successful by converting athletes from other sports. A large
percentage of our recruits are coming from Baltimore County and New
England boarding schools, where the best high school lacrosse programs
are located.”
Despite the teams’ records, the first year of Rollins lacrosse has
succeeded in raising the College’s profile in the Northeast, which is a key
target area for the College’s academic recruiting. “Many of the students
and high school coaches have heard of our school before,” Baxter said.
“They’re very familiar with Rollins’ academic reputation.”
According to Rollins athletics director Pennie Parker, the growth of
the sport in Florida high schools also contributed to the decision to add the
sport. “Central Florida high schools are producing the best talent in the
state,” she explained. “It was the right time to add a new sport, and this
one fits our academic profile.
“What the coaches have done in a short time has been amazing,”
she added. “We have great student-athletes playing lacrosse and we
anticipate that next year we will win the majority of our games. These
players will contribute to the Rollins community as students, and will
become caring and supportive alumni.”
—Warren Miller ’90MBA
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in inaugural season
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Professor, mentor,
friend…Pedro Pequeño
leaves Rollins this year
knowing he has left an
indelible mark on the lives
of generations of students.
BY STEPHEN M. COMBS ’66
hen he joined the Rollins faculty
in 1972, Pedro Pequeño must
have overlooked that part of the
job description that described some of the
extra-professorial duties that might surface
from time to time. And so it was that
Pequeño—Cuban refugee, adventurer, newly
minted Ph.D.—came to Rollins to teach not
knowing that he soon would be called on to
step in as diplomat…and bail bondsman.
It was 1974, Pequeño’s first Winter Term
trip to Latin America. Deep in Mexico,
recalled Bobby Reich ’77, “We picked up
some Canadian vagabonds of questionable
reliability. The whole class had convinced
Pedro to allow them to hitch a ride on our
chartered bus to the next hamlet.” An
evening of dining and revelry led to some
behavior unacceptable to the local policía, a
situation made worse by their decision to
conduct it “in plain sight of the Cathedral,
Mother Mary, the Mayor, peons and patrons
all,” Reich wrote for his professor’s scrapbook.
It was the young but level-headed—and
quick-thinking—Pequeño who short-circuited
an international incident. Before the jailhouse
door could slam behind his students,
Pequeño showed up to announce that he
was the ambassador from the Mexican state
of Chiapas (never mind the Cuban accent).
With the aid of a contribution to a local
charity, he brought the confrontation to a
peaceful and happy ending.
Pequeño fled his native Cuba in 1962
and arrived in the U.S. with only two
possessions: the clothes he was wearing and
an insatiable curiosity. He was 18. His limited
English sealed his fate: Enrolling in what he
thought was an anthology of literature class,
he instead found himself in an anthropology
class. He went on to become not only a
respected anthropologist, but also an expert
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on Latin America—its cultures, anthro-
pology, and history. In May, the professor
of anthropology and coordinator of the
Latin American and Caribbean Studies
program retired after 36 years of teaching
at Rollins.
Pequeño was surprised
when students from around the
country began showing up for
his retirement celebration. He
was even more surprised when
his son, Peter ’88 ’90MBA,
announced an endowed scholar-
ship in his name. He was even
more surprised later that evening
when he received a text message,
sent to him through his former
student John Stillwell ’81’s cell
phone, while the two were
having dinner. It came from
Stillwell’s good friend and
frequent golf partner: “Pedro:
Congratulations on your retire-
ment! Wish you well! You Made
My Day.—Clint Eastwood.”
A scrapbook compiled for
his retirement reception tells the
story: Pedro Pequeño touched
the lives of countless students in
countless ways. “You’re an inspiration to a
legion of students who count you among
their favorite people in this world,” begins
a letter from Daniel Deaver ’04. “I always
had a sense of curiosity about other cultures
but had no idea how to reach out and
make the world my reality,” wrote Kate
Baker Jefferson ’91 from Panama. “Thank
you for placing the stepping stones.”
Jefferson is now HIV/AIDS program
officer at the Academy for Educational
Development in Washington, D.C.
In the stack of cards and letters was
never a mention of grades. It was, truly,
a teacher’s dream to know that the love
of learning is what his students took
with them.
“Your enthusiasm has made me want
to learn for the love of the topic and
because you make learning fun!” wrote
Christina Battles ’08, one of Pequeño’s last
students. “You have made my time here at
Rollins unforgettable.”
A self-described “Paleolithic parasite,”
Diana Blabon Holt ’63 has spent her adult
life supporting archaeology, raising money
for projects in China and in East Africa,
where she spent 30 years. She got to know
Pequeño when he taught her daughter
Lily and when he and other Rollins faculty
entertained the entourage of scientists she
occasionally brought to the campus. “I
can’t speak highly enough of him,” she said
of Pequeño. “He’s a real teacher and a real
giver of knowledge.”
Ed Hamann ’91 is a title insurance
attorney who came perilously close to
pursuing a doctorate in psychology—a
career move that his wise professor and
friend Pedro Pequeño saw as a bad one for
him. Hamann had asked for a letter of
recommendation. Pequeño, aware of where
Hamann’s heart was, steered him toward
law school. “He knew me well
enough to recognize that law
was going to be a better-suited
career for me, and he was
absolutely right,” Hamann said.
“He is absolutely the reason why
I went to law school, and he was
instrumental in my personal and
professional development as a
lawyer.” It was liberal education
in action: A student is inspired
by his anthropology professor to
pursue the legal arts. (Hamann’s
sister, Ingrid Potts ’95, is also a
lawyer and a former Pequeño
student.)
Pequeño may have been ahead
of his time in the late ’70s when
he told his students, as recalled
by Tony Wilner ’82, “Anthro-
pology is the most scientific of
the humanities and the most
humanistic of the sciences.”
Harvard biologist E. O. Wilson, who took
part in the Rollins College Colloquy last
year, said much the same thing many years
later in his book Consilience: Those in the
field of humanities need to know some
science, and scientists need to understand
something about humanities. It is the
essence of liberal education.
So too, some might say, is Pedro
Pequeño. 
“How you touch these young
lives is the most important aspect
of teaching. You need to see their
potential and challenge them.
Think of the miracles, and help
them achieve their dreams.”
—PEDRO PEQUEÑO
PEDRO PEQUEÑO SCHOLARSH IP FUND
Through the generosity of family, alumni, and friends, an endowed scholarship
has been established in honor of Pedro Pequeño. The scholarship will be awarded
annually to a deserving Rollins student. To make a gift online to the Pedro
Pequeño Scholarship Fund, go to www.rollins.edu and click on “Giving to
Rollins.” For more information, please contact Assistant Director of Development
Tatjana Chenoweth ’07MBA at 407-646-2238.
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Good Shepherd
CYNTHIA WOOD’s first days at Rollins coincided with the transition from the College’s 12th
presidency to its 13th. As director of community and donor relations, she was charged with facilitating the
introduction of Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL to her new constituents. Calling on her experience as a
teacher, educational project coordinator, and civic and not-for-profit leader in Central Florida, Wood
planned social events, town meetings, and opportunities for alumni, parents, and the community to meet
Rollins’ new president.
The transition from community relations to alumni relations was a natural for Wood, whose genial
personality and affection for the College won the endorsement of the search committee. She became the
first non-alumnus to hold the Association’s top administrative position. In that role, she worked with the
Association and its board to develop a strategic plan, establish the College’s first Web site, and revitalize
alumni programming. During her nine-year tenure, the Association received two gold medals for excellence
from the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).
Wood’s duties were further expanded in 2000, when she was promoted to assistant vice president for
alumni relations and added supervision of The Rollins Fund to her responsibilities; in 2002, she was named
interim vice president for institutional advancement, assuming oversight of the development, alumni relations,
community relations, and public relations activities of the College. To her surprise, Wood, who considered
herself a “friend raiser” rather than a fundraiser, took to her new position and asked to be considered
for the office. It would be an unorthodox appointment since few advancement vice presidents hail from
alumni relations, but President Bornstein recognized Wood’s potential and the trustees elected her vice
president in 2003.
Over the course of her 18-year career at Rollins, CynthiaWood
’08HAL has helped rearrange furniture, welcomed hundreds
of alumni back to their college, taught students which fork to
reach for at a business lunch, and led a development team
that secured the two largest outright gifts in Rollins’
history. The portfolio of abilities Wood brought to
these assignments has informed every task she has
undertaken and promises to continue
to produce top-notch results as she prepares
to retire from the College. As Craig
Crimmings ’81, then president of Rollins’
Alumni Association, noted when she
was selected to serve as the Association’s
executive director in 1993,
“Cynthia Wood possesses those
special attributes and talents that
will bring an innovative and
enthusiastic dimension to the
Alumni Association.” She has
advanced that dimension throughout
the College.
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Wood with favorite Rollins
neighbor Fred “Mister” Rogers
’52 ’74H at a Rollins Reunion
BY LORRIE KYLE RAMEY ’70
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your service
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is your
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ability to
connect.”
—President Lewis
Duncan’s comment
toWood as she was
presented the
Lucy Cross Award,
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Since then, Wood has guided a rethinking of
the advancement division that has encouraged con-
nection between units, improving communication,
building a spirit of cooperation, and earning
national recognition as an institutional model.
Together with her team, whose members have also
won recognition for their professional expertise,
she has raised nearly $75 million for the strategic
priorities of the College, plus receipt of the historic
bequest from George D. Cornell ’35 ’85H.
Among the more visible products of their
endeavors are a variety of new, expanded, or
renovated facilities, including Lake Island Park
Softball Complex, a joint venture with the City
of Winter Park; the Cornell Fine Arts Museum;
R. D. Keene Hall, home of the Virginia S. and
W. W. Nelson Department of Music; Barker
House, the on-campus residence for Rollins
presidents; and significant refurbishments of the
Annie Russell Theatre and Cross, Fox, Holt,
and Hooker residence halls.
And through it all, she’s still taken the
occasional evening to conduct her etiquette
class for Arts & Sciences and Crummer students
preparing to take their seats at corporate
dining tables.
The facts of Wood’s career at Rollins, though
impressive, don’t convey what’s truly memorable
about her leadership. Some who have experienced
her knack for making each person feel special,
offered their thoughts:
 “She brought the gift of presence to those of us
who are now strangers to the campus. It was always
heartfelt, it was always filled with exuberance, it
always made us feel that we were authentically
welcomed back.” —Daniel P. Matthews ’55 ’86H
 “Cynthia was a pleasure to work with, always
with a smile and her ‘can do’ attitude. She supervised
countless groundbreakings, dedications, celebratory
and memorial events—all with sensitivity, creativity,
and style.” —Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL
President 1990-2004
 “She has been a friend to the faculty and a
strong supporter of the educational mission of the
College. Cynthia understands the importance of the
students and has always kept the final goal in mind.
What more could we ask for?”
—Thomas Moore, Professor of Physics
 “Her honest friendship, ebullient enthusiasm,
passion, endless energy, and love made alumni feel
part of and appreciated by the College.”
—Thomas R. Donnelly ’63
In appreciation for her contributions, the
Rollins College Alumni Association designated
Wood an honorary member of the Class of 2008.
She was also honored with the Lucy Cross Award,
named for the woman whose dream of a college in
Florida led to Rollins’ founding. President Lewis
Duncan, in presenting the award, described
Wood’s rare gift: “The thread that runs through
your service at Rollins is your exceptional ability to
connect.” He further cited Cross’s demonstration
of optimism and tenacity, and Wood’s sharing of
“those same qualities of vision and leadership.”
Wood will assist in one more transition—that
of her successor, before conducting several special
projects for President Duncan. After that, she is
looking forward to consulting in areas of gover-
nance and philanthropy, such as family foundations
and women in philanthropy. (She is a member of
the Advisory Board of The Community
Foundation of Central Florida’s Center for
Women’s Philanthropy.) “I have loved my time at
Rollins,” she said. “I can’t imagine a more engaged,
creative, nurturing community of learners. It has
been an honor to take part in the College’s
progress over the past two decades.”
The message Wood sought to deliver when
she became executive director of the Alumni
Association 15 years ago remains just as true today:
“The value of one’s degree is no greater than the
current perception of its quality; therefore, the
alumni’s degrees are valued by what the College is
today. They need to know that the College is
maintaining the core traditions that have made
Rollins special, that it is … recognized for its aca-
demic excellence, and that they have every right to
be very proud of their degrees because of what is
happening here.” In no small part, the consider-
able, and ever rising, value of a Rollins degree is a
result of Cynthia Wood’s dedicated efforts.
Wood with Tom Donnelly ’63 after he was
presented the Distinguished Alumnus Award
Wood with alumna, Honorary Trustee,
and Rollins friend and benefactor
Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68
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There’s no question that Rollins’ MBA program has
secured strong stature nationally. It is consistently ranked a
top MBA program by Forbes magazine and BusinessWeek
and is among a select group of elite business schools in the
nation that have been accredited at the graduate level by
The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB) International.
As described by a growing number of business publi-
cations, the challenges facing U.S. business schools—as with
U.S. business as a whole—are increasingly global. Business
schools in Europe and Asia are attracting top teachers and
students. Students must be educated to conduct business
in a world where companies compete in markets far from their
country of origin. To accomplish this, students and teachers
must travel the globe in search of data and genuine, enriching
experience in foreign cultures and commerce.
By the criteria commonly used to assess a college’s
internationalization—the global reach of a business school’s
program, professors, and students—it appears Crummer is
well on the way to becoming an international presence and,
in fact, is leading the effort among its peer U.S. institutions.
“We are doing things that many other business schools
simply aren’t doing,” said James Johnson, associate professor
of international business at Crummer and director of the
College’s undergraduate international business major. “We’re
in the forefront, and even wider recognition for Crummer is just
around the corner.”
According to Craig McAllaster, dean of the Crummer
School, the MBA program, indeed, has a solid global footprint.
Twenty-seven percent of last year’s MBA courses were inter-
national in focus, and every one of Crummer’s courses has
both an international and a leadership component. In lan-
THE WORLD IS
TAKING NOTICE OF
CRUMMER’S GROWING
GLOBAL FOOTPRINT —Faaria Baboolal, ’08MBA
Graduate Intern, Siemens
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Researching portable multi-media
players (PMPs) for Polaroid in Korea
Crummer executive-in-residence Allen H. Kupetz is a
technologist who has spent many years in Korea and the
Far East. He was, then, the ideal faculty member to
conduct a global consulting project in Korea for Polaroid
(owned by the Petters Group Worldwide, a Rollins
benefactor) on consumer reaction to a new handheld
wireless PMP the company was developing. Kupetz took
a team of seven Executive MBA (EMBA) Class 25 stu-
dents to Korea last July. “Polaroid has branched out into
consumer electronics, a line of portable multimedia players
that can download content,” he said. “Korea is way ahead
of the U.S., both in terms of PMPs and wireless broad-
band networks. So Polaroid asked us to do some research
about similar products in Korea. We talked to marketing
people at Samsung and Motorola Korea. We also talked
to wireless carriers about the best way to deliver content,
whether it should be 802.11 or cellular interface, and
their relationships with hardware manufacturers. Polaroid’s
thinking is that if we can give them some good intelli-
gence, they’ll know what products to start developing
now, and in a year, they won’t be behind in the U.S.
market.” The group later presented its research and rec-
ommendations to Polaroid. “This was a classic consulting
project that could have been outsourced to a professional
company,” Kupetz said, “and the students provided an
equally professional product.”
BY WARREN MILLER ’90MBA
guage study, the School has contracted with Berlitz to offer
intensive language courses to graduate students as electives.
And in two areas—international diversity of the faculty and
hands-on global experience for students—Crummer stands as
one of the leading business schools in the country.
Last year, approximately 75 percent of Crummer
students participated in study or work abroad—through global
consulting projects, the School’s Global Research and Study
Project (GRASP), or its Business In Emerging Markets
course. Twenty-eight percent of current students have made
two or more trips overseas. “Our goal is that within two or
three years, every one of our students, regardless of their
area of concentration, will have an overseas experience,”
McAllaster said. “That’s what sets Crummer apart and
makes us attractive.”
Perhaps Crummer’s most distinguishing international
factor is the opportunity for students to work abroad on global
consulting projects. All second-year MBA students can sign up
for one of several consulting projects, where they travel abroad—
typically to a country in Europe, Asia, or Latin America—to
consult with a local business or group on a specific problem.
The projects are not required for graduation, and students are
responsible for covering their expenses. There is no charge to
companies for the students’ expertise, though many companies
will contribute money to defray the cost of travel. In a typical year,
Johnson explained, the School sponsors approximately seven
international projects, with five or six students on each team.
Currently, about 20 percent of second-year students participate
in these consulting initiatives.
In one recent project, Tupperware arranged for Crummer
students to go to a province in China where the company had no
presence to determine the best way to enter that market. “The
students spent a great deal of time in a remote area of China,”
McAllaster recalled. “Tupperware also simultaneously hired a
professional marketing company to do the same research. In the
end, they went with our recommendations and hired two of our
students, one of whom was put in charge of implementation.”
Several years ago, Johnson led a group of about 70 full-time
MBA students to Bratislava, Slovakia to work on a consulting
project. “One team worked on a project for SkyEurope, a low-cost
airline that’s based there, and made its presentation to the
airline’s board,” he said. “I remember a comment from one of the
students after the meeting. ‘Here I am,’ he said. ‘I’m 22 years old
and I just made a presentation to the CEO of a company in
Europe. Wow!’”
At many highly ranked U.S. business schools, such an event
wouldn’t be possible, or would be reserved for just a handful of
students. At the Crummer School, the opportunity to experience
the world from a business perspective is simply business as usual.
GLOBAL CONSULT ING
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Developing a tracking-accountability
system in England
After four years as a standout student at the University of North
Carolina, Serbian-born Nikola Milivojevic ’04MBA applied to
and was accepted by six prestigious graduate business schools,
including the Crummer Graduate School of Business. There are
many reasons he’s glad he chose Crummer, but a highlight of his
Crummer experience was traveling with a student team to
Nottingham, England to work on a global consulting project for
Hazelwood Foods, the largest sandwich-manufacturing facility
in the world. “The company had a complex problem,” he
explained. “They had large variances in material queue usage
and cost and needed to figure out the best way to standardize
their processes. We spent four days there, looking at their
operation and talking to everyone we could. We came up with
a recommendation for the specs for a tracking-accountability
system. Eight months later, we spoke to one of the operations
managers we’d met who said the company had implemented a
successful system based on work we did.” Milivojevic said there
was a lot of satisfaction in knowing that Hazelwood had
actually used their recommendations. After earning his MBA
in 2004, Milivojevic was hired to work in global marketing at
Tupperware, where he was soon promoted to his current senior
position in North American sales.
Measuring tourism satisfaction
in Croatia
In late April 2008, a team led by David Currie, professor of
economics and finance at the Crummer School, traveled to the
resort town of Pula, Croatia to conduct a global consulting
project on sustainable tourism. “The project was to conduct the
study for Istria County, which is a peninsula across the Adriatic
Sea from Venice,” Currie explained. The Crummer components
of a larger study on tourism were surveys of visitor satisfaction
and local satisfaction with tourism and its impact. Crummer
students spent two weeks in Pula working with students from
the University of Pula to design the survey. They lived with the
host students, as well, so they gained exposure to not only
business practices in Croatia, but also daily life. “It gave U.S.
students a real taste of the business and culture in Croatia,”
Currie said. “It is something they can’t get from reading books,
and working with students from another country challenges
their teamwork skills.” Prior to departing for Pula, Crummer
students received training from Mark Kupferman, who is
responsible for visitor surveys at Universal Orlando Resorts.
“Mark discussed with us how to design surveys, how to conduct
surveys, and what to do with the results so managers can make
decisions,” Currie said. The Pula project is the latest in a long
history of exchanges with the University of Pula that began
more than 10 years ago with retired Crummer professor Serge
Matulich, a native of Croatia. Rollins students go to Pula to
work on a different project each year, and three Crummer
professors—Currie, Matulich, and Julian Vincze—have traveled
to the University of Pula as Fulbright Scholars. In a unique
exchange, students from Pula will come to Rollins in November
to work on a project assigned by their professor and will live
with U.S. hosts.
GLOBAL CONSULT ING
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Advising New Zealanders
on retirement options
J. Clay Singleton, professor of finance at the Crummer School,
and Susan Bach, executive director of Crummer’s Center for
Leadership Development, led five MBA students on a consulting
trip to New Zealand, where the students presented research
findings and gave advice to more than 400 accountants, attorneys,
and financial planners on a new government-sponsored
retirement plan called KiwiSaver. New Zealanders used to fund
their retirements almost exclusively with a government pension,
but now the country has introduced a self-savings plan similar to
the 401K, Singleton explained. “People in New Zealand are not
as familiar with investing in equities as we are in the United
States, so this is a new world to them.” The workshops were
arranged by fi360 Australasia, a firm that supports a variety of
investment fiduciaries across New Zealand. Because KiwiSaver
doesn’t have a history to track yet, Singleton and his students
researched the performance of New Zealand’s “unit trusts”—
mutual funds that are managed by the same companies that
manage KiwiSaver plans. “One finding that is similar to the
United States and many other countries is that asset allocation is
the single most important determinant of investment risk and
return,” Singleton said. “Our review of the KiwiSaver plans also
revealed that managers were not being very transparent about
their plans for asset allocation.” The five students spent a lot of
time before the trip honing their presentation skills, and even
rehearsing in front of other Crummer students. “By the time we
left the States, we were so well versed that I could probably
almost give the speech in my sleep,” said Kathryn Daugherty
’08MBA, who plans to pursue a career in financial consulting.
Building an e-commerce Web site
in Ecuador
In fall 2006, MBA students traveled with Rollins CIO Les
Lloyd to Otavalo, Ecuador to set up an e-commerce Web site
for artisans of the traditional market in the town’s square. For
centuries, the vendors had sold their handmade goods (jewelry,
blankets, bags, and jade carvings) directly to travelers at the
market. In one week, the Crummer students got an e-commerce
Web site up and running so the local artists could sell their
products on the Internet. The Rollins students photographed
and priced items, secured shipping rates, and trained the office
staff of the artisans’ union, UNAIMCO, on the workings of the
site (MercadoOtavalo.com). “There were a lot of challenges,”
said participant Edgar Madrigal ’07MBA. “Building trust and a
relationship with people who had done things the same way for
so long was difficult. We had worked on the project for three
months before we went, and then had only six days to choose a
handful of merchants to participate. And we had to train people
from scratch on how to process the orders.” For the artisans,
running the e-commerce market after the Rollins group left
proved to be challenging. Rollins hopes to return to Otavalo
to help the artisans improve the operation’s performance,
focusing on management and administration.
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MBA GLOBAL STATS
Approximately 75% of MBA students studied abroad last year.
Crummer purchased approximately 400 plane tickets last
year for student/faculty travel.
Nearly one third of MBA students have at least two global
experiences.
About 20% of second-year MBA students participate in
global consulting projects.
27% of last year’s MBA courses had an international focus.
Last year, MBA students traveled to Argentina, Austria, Brazil,
China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Germany,
Hong Kong, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Slovakia, South Singapore,
Sweden, United Kingdom, and New Zealand.
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The Annie Russell Theatre & the Knowles Memorial Chapel
gÉzxà{xÜ75 YEARS
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SISTER STRUCTURES from the start, the Annie Russell Theatre and the Knowles
Memorial Chapel share more than a loggia. Dedicated on the same day in 1932, the buildings
stand literally and figuratively at the heart of the campus, deliberately constructed to
evoke a reaction—awe, intrigue, communion, exultation. Among all buildings on
campus, they are distinctive in their architecture and the activity staged within. Each was
designed for its own grand purpose, but both transcend intent, as though they absorb from
each other some elemental energy. The Chapel—created for the sacred—puts the theatrical
to good use, with its soaring ceilings, dramatic stained glass, and powerful music. And
the Theatre—created for the dramatic—has become almost sacred in its service to a
devout congregation, who enter with reverence and hope. Join us as we look at the two
landmarks that have defined the spirit of the Rollins College campus for 75 years.
BY LEIGH BROWN PERKINS
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DRAMA QUEEN
sk about the theater on the Rollins College campus and you
will wonder if the answer is about a building or a person.
It’s “the Annie”—no last name necessary, no further description
required. The theater is referred to on the chummiest terms, usually
in the feminine third person, as in “she’s got great acoustics” or “how
long has it been since you saw her?”
THE LEADING LADY
Why take a building so personally? Perhaps it’s that an actual
person—a stage legend—inspired not only the name of the
theater but the fact that it was built at all. Actor Annie Russell ’32H,
early-20th-century star of the London and New York stage, was so
admired by her friend Mary Louise Curtiss Bok Zimbalist that, in
1931, Bok donated a large sum of money to Rollins to build a
theater in Russell’s honor.
Born in Liverpool in 1869, Russell starred on Broadway, so
eminent an actress that she originated the title role of Major Barbara
for George Bernard Shaw himself. She subsequently formed her own
acting company. She was among the first to use electric light bulbs
for stage lighting and was also an innovator in costuming and stage
design. Russell was the artistic director at Rollins until her death in
1936 at the age of 67, but her presence remains.
“Annie Russell is not just a name on the wall; she’s still part of
the theater,” said Thomas Ouellette, chair of the Department of
Theatre & Dance and producing director of the Annie. “At the end
of rehearsal, the actors prepare to leave and they say, ‘Good night,
Annie’—not in a kitschy or sarcastic way, but because the space has a
persona. Annie Russell still feels alive inside those walls.”
Cue the ghost. Stories of Annie Russell’s apparition have
circulated for decades, with sightings by both faculty and students.
She apparently likes to hang out in the balcony, wearing a lavender
turn-of-the-century dress. In 1979, a local television crew
interviewed two theater majors who claimed to have seen Annie’s
phantom. They both concluded that her spirit lingers only to offer
protection to student-actors.
The playbills
Specters aside, perhaps the Rollins community takes the
Annie so personally because so much of the theater’s history is
its people, both the famous and the less-so. One cannot help
but hear the footfalls of those who have trod the boards in the
past. In the ’40s, playwright Thornton Wilder visited for a
staging of Our Town. Buddy Ebsen ’30, who attended Rollins in
the ’20s, returned as a guest star years later. Famous alumni
include Anthony Perkins ’54 ’82H and Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H,
but also countless others who made their way to Broadway,
Hollywood, regional theater, television, cabarets, nightclubs,
recording studios, and stages closer to home—Disney,
SeaWorld, and Busch Gardens. Among them are costumers,
voice-over artists, stage managers, script writers, directors,
drama teachers, and lighting designers. The Annie has also given
the world its share of CEOs, human resources managers, artists,
accountants, composers, lawyers, and teachers, all with
(presumably) excellent voice projection.
The Annie Russell Theatre has been at the center of
campus drama for three-quarters of a century
17SUMMER 2008
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Since its original
opening night in 1932,
almost 400 productions
have been staged at the
Annie. In a Balcony was
the first ever, with
Russell as star (her first
performance since
retiring 14 years before).
The most recent show,
closing the 2007-08
season, was Murder WeWrote, an innovative, full-length murder-
mystery improv written and produced by Assistant Professor of
Theatre Arts & Dance David Charles and eight Rollins students.
One of them, Joseph Bromfield ’09, said he fell in love with the
theater the first time he laid eyes on her: “Being on stage at the Annie is
almost an out-of-body experience. The space itself is just breathtaking.
Something about it unites people, almost like being in church, in a
sacred place.”
The marquee attraction
Perhaps this devotion to a building shows the wisdom of its creators.
The Annie is front and center, not tucked away in some corner.
Envisioned by then-President Hamilton Holt as the Mediterranean-
style centerpiece for the arts on the Rollins campus, the Annie was
designed by Miami architect Richard Kiehnel with the barrel-tile roof,
stucco exterior, and cloister garden Holt so hoped would help Rollins
become known as “the open-air college of America.”
In all, Holt added 32 buildings to the campus. While the Annie
wasn’t the first, many consider it the best for what in show business
would be called stage presence. In architecture, it’s curb appeal.
“When President Duncan looks out his window, what he sees is
the Annie,” Ouellette said. “We’re central to the campus and it makes
us impossible to be ignored. It speaks to the place that the performing
arts are given on this campus.”
The Fourth Wall
Once inside, the Annie proves even more irresistible. It is full of
rich details, from its ornate plaster work to its carved columns to its
intricately handpainted overhead beams. The Annie was built when
sightlines were paramount, so seats in the balcony are as good as
seats in the orchestra. The Annie’s proscenium stage lies below an
arch, which creates a frame around the performers. Together with
the three sides of the “box” framed by the stage set is the so-called
fourth wall, the side closest to the audience. “This causes a certain
sense of awareness for the audience,” Ouellette said. “They know
they’re in a theater and they know that something special is about to
occur on that stage. Many modern theaters disappear, but the Annie
is unapologetically a destination in itself. It’s Theatre with a capital
T. We already have the audience on our side the minute they sit in
the red velvet seats.”
Fred Chappell ’64 returned to the Annie last winter as guest director
of The Importance of Being Earnest, a special performance in honor of
the theater’s 75th anniversary. “In all these years, I have worked in a lot
of theaters as an actor and director. And the thought came to me that
the best theater I’ve ever worked in is the Annie Russell Theatre. It
can’t be true, right? But it is. The Annie is a very special place—the
intimacy, the warmth, the acoustics. I can’t think of a better place to be.
They just don’t build them like the Annie anymore.”
Her good looks and carriage could only get the Annie so far. It’s
the play that gets the audience in the seats. But choosing the season’s
offerings is never an easy task. The student-actors must be challenged,
but not beyond their ability, and the students in the audience must be
satisfied with contemporary productions. And then there are the
subscribers, some of whom have been season ticket-holders for 27
years. “The biggest challenge is to engage all of our constituents,” said
Ouellette. “We try to give a mix of genres to please everyone—
romantic comedies and musicals and dramas—but our main goal is to
educate our students. The plays must serve that higher purpose.”
Keeping costs down is also critical to the Annie’s success. A ticket
for the Annie’s first season was $2 for a prime seat. Today, the cost is
ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD
Dedication of theAnnie Russell Theatre, 1932
Theatre namesakeAnnie Russell
at the building dedication, 1932
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$19, minor inflation when the cost of plywood, fabric, elec-
tricity, and royalties is considered.
Part of ensuring the Annie’s future success is to draw
new patrons, too, so Rollins invites local school children to
the theater for final dress rehearsals at no charge. Ouellette
said it helps the actors to be in front of a live audience and
it makes an indelible impression on the school kids. “I have
met adults who can vividly remember what play they saw in
the seventh grade when they came to the Annie on a field
trip,” Ouellette said. “It’s a magical experience for kids.”
One of those kids was Jessica Fornasier ’11, who
co-starred in Earnest. “The first time I saw the Annie
Russell Theatre was when I was in middle school and I
came with my class to see The Diary of Anne Frank,” she
said. “I remember thinking ‘This is the most beautiful
theater in the world.’ And now I’ve had the opportunity to
perform on the stage there, which is amazing. I love it just
as much as an actor as I did as an audience member. It’s
such a special place.”
Although critics have been sounding the death knell
for theater since the dawn of movies, the Annie is as
vibrant as ever. The magic that happens between a live
audience and a live per-
formance keeps ticket-
buyers, young and old,
coming to the box office.
“The fact that the
theater takes place in a
room where everyone is
breathing the same air
makes it special,” said
Ivey, who guest-starred
in the special presenta-
tion of Earnest. “The
audience willingly partic-
ipates in something that
is an ephemeral event
and then it is gone. It
gives theater a quality
that film will never have.
The only other place you
can get that feeling, I
believe, is in church. It’s
that powerful.”
The ghostlight
When a show closes, or a rehearsal comes to an
end, the houselights may be dimmed, but there is
always a single bare bulb left burning in the center of
the stage. Known as the ghostlight, its original purpose
has been lost to time, but the legend is that the ghost-
light keeps bad theater mojo at bay, scares away ghosts
from old performances, and keeps the space “warm”
until the next performance. The Annie Russell Theatre
keeps this tradition alive. “It honors the past and honors
the woman who gave her life to the theater,” Ouellettte
said. “You cannot walk into the space even when it’s
empty without feeling a connection to her and all the
people who performed here before us.”
Everything you never knew about
the Annie Russell Theatre
9 Months it took to build
$122,562 Cost of construction
377 Seating capacity
Photos, letters,
and Rollins
memorabilia Contents of the theater’s cornerstone
393 Plays performed on the mainstage (since 1932)*
36,676 Square footage
$2 Cost of ticket in 1932 (50 cents in the back of the balcony)
$19 Cost of a ticket in 2008
800 Number of 2007 season subscribers
$150 Cost of each red velvet theater seat
(installed during 1977 renovations)
Green Room Backstage waiting area for actors
Lavender Color of the dress supposedly worn by Annie Russell’s
ghost
In a Balcony First play performed on the Annie stage
14 Years in retirement before Annie Russell returned to star
in Rollins’ inaugural season
The Importance
of Being Earnest Most frequently staged performance (5 times since 1936)
8 Number of plays performed 3 or more times
(since 1932)**
Romeo & Juliet Most frequently staged Shakespearean play
(4 times since 1932)
* Full-scale theatrical performances only; does not include dance, children’s, or
instrumental performances
** The Importance of Being Earnest (1936, 1952, 1964, 1986, 2007)
Romeo & Juliet (1932, 1940, 1956, 1976)
A Streetcar Named Desire (1961, 1973, 2001)
Macbeth (1948, 1959, 2000)
Glass Menagerie (1947, 1983, 1997)
Our Town (1957, 1979, 1994)
The Crucible (1956, 1972, 1983)
Blithe Spirit (1945, 1960, 2000)
JUST A LITTLE NIP AND TUCK
For her 75th anniversary, the venerable Annie
Russell Theatre underwent a historic facelift,
thanks to a generous gift from alumna and Rollins
trusteeWinifred Martin Warden ’45 (pictured at
left with Ryan Urch ’10) and the Bert W. Martin
Foundation. Renovations included a complete
replacement of the Spanish red-clay tile roof,
installation of a new air-conditioning system, and
restoration of an exterior balcony, which was made
possible when the old air handler was removed.
This was the first extensive renovation of the
theater in many years. In 1998, theAnnie was
named to the National Register of Historic Places.
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t is a phrase too often used for those who too
little deserve it, but in the case of Rollins
College’s most notable theater alumna, it is only too
fitting: Dana Ivey is a living legend.
Two-time Obie Award winner.
Five-time Tony Award nominee.
Four-time Drama Desk Award nominee.
Inductee into the AmericanTheater Hall of Fame.
Ivey’s accolades fill the page, but perhaps the
highest praise one can give her is, simply, Working
Actor.
“She’s the last of
a generation of great
Broadway stage actors,”
said Thomas Ouellette,
chair of Rollins’
Department of Theatre
& Dance. “Four decades
and five Tony Award
nominations and she’s
still always looking for
the next gig. She’s a real
walking, talking, work-
ing actor—and a bona
fide Broadway legend.”
Ivey made a mem-
orable return to the
Rollins campus earlier
this year to star in the
Oscar Wilde comedy
The Importance of Being
Earnest in honor of the
75th anniversary of the
Annie Russell Theatre.
Ouellette invited her
not only for her ability
to draw an enthusiastic
audience, but also for
the life lessons she could share with Rollins students.
“She knows the craft. She knows what it is to live the
life of an actor in New York City. This generation of
students needs to learn from her,” he said. “The fact
that she started mastering her craft on the same boards
that these students are working on is a huge bonus.”
Ivey not only rehearsed and performed with
the cast of Rollins students, she acted as dialect coach
and mentor—a mentoring that relied heavily on
reverse psychology. “I mostly try to talk them out
of the theater,” she said. “It’s a hard life. It looks
glamorous from the outside, but the chances of making
a career out of it are slim. If I can’t talk them out of
it, then they have a fire in their belly and they’re a
hopeless cause,” she joked.
Ivey knows all about the hardships of the stage
life—the financial instability, the rejection, the rigors
of the work itself—but she also knows the singular
pleasures that acting provides. Born in Georgia in
1942, Ivey grew up in the theaters of Atlanta, where
her mother, Mary Nell Ivey Santacroce, was an actress
and theater instructor at Georgia Tech (Ivey’s mother
was the first actor to play the title role in Driving Miss
Daisy, the very role that would later earn Ivey an
Obie). Ivey was 6 years old when she decided she
wanted to be an actress.
“I made her admit it once,” said her friend and
colleague Fred Chappell ’64, who directed her as Lady
Bracknell in Earnest. “Dana was just born with it. She
has a natural talent, an incredible gift. She’s obviously
taken that talent and increased it with technique and
discipline and her cre-
ative intellect, but she
just has the gift.”
Ivey has appeared
in more than two dozen
films, ranging from the
comedic (Legally Blonde
2) to the dramatic (The
Color Purple), and has
more than two dozen
television credits, also
spanning comedy
(Frazier) and drama
(Little Gloria…Happy at
Last). In the past 25
years alone, she has been
cast in 16 plays on
Broadway (including
award-winning roles in
Mrs.Warren’s Profession,
Driving Miss Daisy, and
Quartermaine’s Terms
and, most recently, in
Butley, which earned her
a Tony nomination for
best featured actress).
And the awards
keep coming. In
January, Ivey was inducted into the American
Theater Hall of Fame, in her first year of eligibility.
The criteria for consideration include a minimum
of five major credits in the American theater over a
career of at least 25 years; theater critics, journalists,
and historians select only eight inductees each year.
Ivey’s name stands alongside such Broadway
luminaries as Julie Andrews, George Bernard
Shaw, Katharine Hepburn, Richard Burton, and
Tennessee Williams. She said the honor was like
receiving a Valentine from the theater community.
Bringing a character to life on stage is her
Valentine in return.
“Seeing her on opening night in Earnest was
inspiring,” said Joseph Bromfield ’09, one of the
stars of the Rollins production. “How she responded
to the audience and incorporated them into her
performance was amazing. She can hold an audience
in the palm of her hand. I had never seen anything
like it before.”
Returning to the Annie Russell stage, where she
The Importance
of Being
Dana Ivey and
Fred Chappell
The Annie’s 75th-
anniversary performance
of The Importance of
Being Earnest featured
two special guest artists.
Broadway legend Dana
Ivey ’63 ’08H and star
director Fred Chappell
’64 returned to Rollins to
mentor aspiring young
actors and re-experience
the inspiration where it
all began.
WOMAN OF CHARACTER
Broadway actor Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H makes a star’s return to the
Annie Russell stage
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ovelist Edith Wharton once wrote that
there are two ways of spreading light:
Be the candle or be the mirror that reflects it.
By all accounts, 1964 theater alum Fred
Chappell—director, actor, professor, gentle-
man—makes one believe it is possible to do
both things simultaneously. He is at once a
powerful presence in the theater and the presence
that draws out the power of others.
“He energizes the company,” said Thomas
Ouellette, chair of Rollins’ Department of
Theatre & Dance, who invited Chappell to
return to campus to direct the 75th-anniversary
production of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of
Being Earnest. “There are not a lot of big-name
professional directors who would come to an
undergraduate theater program and direct
students in the way he has. He has the ability to
intuitively figure out where they are now and
how to bring them forward from there.”
Earnest was the first starring role for Jessica
Fornasier ’11. Playing one of the ingénue leads
under Chappell’s direction was more than she
ever hoped for. “He is an amazing person and
an amazing director,” she said. “His approach
was not about blocking or telling us where to
stand. He was very much asking us about our
impulses as actors. He couldn’t have been more
encouraging.”
Working with students is not a novel
endeavor for Chappell. He is head of the
master’s degree program in directing at Florida
State University, where he has been on the
faculty for almost 20 years. He has also been
artistic director of such prestigious houses as
the Alliance Theatre in Atlanta and The Lost
Colony in North Carolina, directing the likes
of Morgan Freeman, Richard Dreyfuss, and
Rollins alumna Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H, whom he
directed again in Earnest. He has more than
100 directing credits to his name, both
professional and academic.
“It’s not so very different, directing students
and working with professionals,” he said.
“What students lack in technical ability, they
make up for with enthusiasm and energy. It’s a
trade-off, but theater is theater in the end. It’s
just putting on a show.”
Joseph Bromfield ’09, who was leading
man to Fornasier’s character, said that kind of
modesty is precisely what makes Chappell
such a compelling director. “He has sat there
and chatted with Tennessee Williams while they
staged one of his plays. He’s had a long and
successful career in regional theater, with so
many accolades,” Bromfield said. “But he could
not be more humble. If I could be so lucky as to
be like him when I grow up, I would consider it
a great life. He’s an inspiration.”
Chappell was born in Albany, Georgia and
attended Emory University his first year,
attempting to please his parents by pursuing a
respectable line of study: law or medicine. He
couldn’t resist the stage, though, and transferred
the following year to study theater at Rollins.
He lived in Pinehurst Cottage (one of the stu-
dent-actors in Earnest actually lives in Chappell’s
old room and invited him to take a peek: “It
was a corner room, but it was no bigger than a
closet—and I survived it for three whole years!”
Chappell said). Chappell said his greatest
pleasure was spending long hours with his
theater friends at the Annie, usually six nights a
week, from 7 until 11.
“I wondered if I hadn’t been idealizing my
time at Rollins, if it really wasn’t as wonderful as
I remembered it,” he said. “But it was wonderful.
It was great training for an actor. By the time I
got to New York, I was way ahead of the game.”
After graduation, Chappell tried his luck
on Broadway, but found his niche in regional
theater, as both an actor and a director. “I still go
on stage from time to time and I think that’s
really good for me because I understand what
the actor has to go through, what it takes to get
them where they need to be.”
He said returning to the Annie to direct has
been a memory to cherish. “It’s such a rare
experience to go back in time. To not only visit
the campus, but to actually work there has
meant so much to me,” he said. “Everyone has
been so gracious to me and I have to say that
working with Rollins students was fabulous. They
were a great group of kids. I couldn’t have been
more pleased. It was a joy from start to finish.”
His longtime friend and colleague onstage
at the Annie all those years ago, Dana Ivey, said
working with him again at Rollins was like
coming home: “Fred does it all. He directs. He
acts. He’s a gifted theater practitioner. And he’s a
joy to work with.”
Ivey paused, then added, “The word for it
is gentleman. Fred Chappell is a wonderful,
generous gentleman.”
THE GUIDING LIGHT
Distinguished theater career brings director
Fred Chappell ’64 full circle
acted or toiled backstage on every single produc-
tion during her four years at Rollins, allowed
Ivey to work closely with students. She said her
protégés inspired her, renewing her faith in the
human imagination.
“That feeling of planting a seed and
watching it flower, it’s always so miraculous,” she
said. “We really pushed them, and every student
rose to the occasion.”
Jessica Fornasier ’11 was terrified of
auditioning with Ivey in the room. As a first-year
student who does not plan to major in theater,
she had convinced herself that she didn’t belong
on stage with the rest of the hopefuls. “I was just
dying to be in the show because I knew it would
be a once-in-a-lifetime chance to work with
someone like Dana Ivey, but I kept thinking to
myself, ‘What am I doing here?’ I was very
intimidated. But she treated me with so much
respect and on such a professional level. She was
definitely strict with the dialogue, but she was
wise and encouraging, too. Working with her
expanded my horizons so much.”
During her return to campus, Ivey was
awarded an honorary doctorate in recognition of
her contributions to the theater. “You are one of
the few who have achieved your childhood
dream,” said Rollins President Lewis Duncan on
conferring the Doctor of Humane Letters
degree. “We are gratified that your Rollins
education helped lay the foundation on which
you have built your craft as an actor, fueling the
joy of discovery that informs your art.”
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t began in the
simplest way.
In 1905, a 12-
year-old girl from
New Rochelle,
New York decided
to write a fan letter
to her favorite
actress. And the
favorite actress
actually wrote
back.
So began a lifelong correspondence between one of the most
popular writers of the time (that girl grew up to be Faith Baldwin, a
wildly successful romance novelist of the ’30s and ’40s) and one of the
most influential actresses of the day (that favorite star of hers happened
to be stage legend and Rollins College icon Annie Russell ’32H).
The pair’s handwritten letters have been tucked away for decades
in four boxes at the New York City Public Library, largely unexplored
by scholars.
Rediscovering them began in the simplest way, too.
In 2006, a theater history professor from Rollins decided to learn
more about the namesake of her college’s theater. So she went to New
York and settled in with white gloves and laptop at the Library’s Office
of Special Collections. In the Annie Russell boxes, there were diaries,
doctor’s notes, even handwritten pages from George Bernard Shaw. But
the file on Faith Baldwin—a name completely unknown to the professor—
was huge compared with any other, leading Jennifer Cavenaugh, the
curious professor, to believe she might have found a treasure.
“There were 300 letters in the file,” said Cavenaugh, who holds
the Winifred M. Warden Chair of Theatre Arts & Dance. “I knew an
interesting story had to be hidden in there.”
But getting to that story was not so simple. The handwritten notes
needed deciphering and transcribing, a task too large for a casual effort.
So the letters remained unread for the better part of a year, until summer
2007. That’s when Cavenaugh enlisted the aid of theater major Joseph
Bromfield ’09. Together, they applied for and received a Student-Faculty
Summer Collaborative Research Grant. The Russell-Baldwin letters
would finally be studied. “It’s really about making a forgotten piece of
history more accessible,” Bromfield said.
Cavenaugh and Bromfield divided the 30 years of correspondence
into three time periods and four main topics: theater, writing, gender,
and health.
“In the beginning, Faith wrote to Annie almost every week,
sometimes 8- or 9-page letters,” Cavenaugh said. “She was only 13, but
she was quite intellectual and witty and she wanted to be an actress.
Those early letters from Faith were adoring, almost like a school-girl
crush. Most of the letters from Annie sound like letters from your mother,
discouraging Faith from being an actress because of the hardships of the
theater life.”
As the years progressed, their correspondence matured. It was no
longer communication between an idol and her youthful fan; it became a
genuine friendship. Annie’s responses were no longer kindly snippets;
they had become notes of affection and concern.
“They wrote about their marriages and their careers and the state of
their health,” Cavenaugh said. “But they were women of their times
and Annie in particular was very private. She wrote almost cryptically,
so there were no huge declarations about her husband or her feelings or
her political concerns.”
Though they had a 22-year age difference, Russell and Baldwin had
much in common. They both had successful and visible careers, which was
unusual for women at that time. They both had been underestimated by
the men in their lives. They both struggled with the responsibilities of
being the primary breadwinners and with the grind of their particular
fields (Baldwin once wrote 4,000 words in a single afternoon for her
novel-in-progress—while on vacation; Russell was strained by the
demands of touring). And they both had less-than-satisfying marriages.
“It starts with Annie being Faith’s mentor, but over the years it starts
to go the other way too,” Bromfield said. “The letters became moral
support in both directions.”
Their letters also follow the line of history, touching on World War I
and the suffrage movement. Although neither was overtly political in her
writing, Cavenaugh said Russell revealed much when she wrote about the
very first day women were permitted to vote and she was too ill to go to
the polls. “It was a sad note,” she said.
Cavenaugh expected the letters to give insight into Annie Russell’s
public persona and her history with the theater, but she ended up being
moved by the pen pals’ confidence in and reliance on each other.
“For me, it is a feminist topic, because I’m fascinated by the way in
which these public women felt safer to share their private lives with other
women than with men,” Cavenaugh said. “Annie Russell very much
followed the traditions and decorum of the time, but I really believe
she was a feminist in spite of herself.”
Bromfield and Cavenaugh were so inspired by the project that they
are collaborating once again to transform the Russell-Baldwin letters into a
play, called Stage Fright. Cavenaugh was recently awarded a prestigious
Hugh and Jeannette McKean Grant of $15,000, which will enable her to
complete Stage Fright in time for its January 2009 opening night.
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Lifelong correspondents
Actress Annie Russell ’32H and author Faith Baldwin
enjoyed a lifelong friendship through letters
Romance novelist Faith Baldwin (l) and actress Annie Russell became
lifelong penpals after 12-year-old Baldwin sent Russell a fan letter.
I
Joseph Bromfield ’09
and theater professor
Jennifer Cavenaugh
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n the beginning (1930), there was the
word of Hamilton Holt and, to para-
phrase the better-known creation
story, the word might well
have been “Let there be new
buildings.” And the next
word surely was “Let’s go
with a Mediterranean
theme.” So the time of
great construction began
on the Rollins College
campus, resulting in 32 new
buildings in less than 20 years.
Holt’s grand vision was that each
building would be “all in harmony and
all parts of a unified whole.”
At the heart of the campus arose the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, which would
become known as a masterpiece of
American collegiate-ecclesiastic design.
Completed in 1932 with its sister
structure. the Annie Russell
Theatre, the Chapel exists in
perfect harmony with the
other buildings raised by
Holt and subsequent
presidents, but at the
same time stands apart,
with an aura of soulful,
majestic welcome.
“It’s impossible to enter
the Chapel and not immediately
romanticize this campus,” said
Patrick Powers, dean of the Chapel
for 15 years. “It has an idyllic appeal that
in turn gives all of Rollins a cozy, beautiful
feeling—it causes an emotional response
from the start.”
SOUL SISTER
The Knowles Memorial Chapel has been the heart and soul of
the Rollins campus for 75 years
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The vision
The resources to build the Chapel were donated in the
midst of the Great Depression by Frances Knowles Warren
’35H, to honor her father, Francis B. Knowles, one of the
earliest benefactors of Rollins College. Her gift to the
campus—$200,000 for construction and more for its per-
petual upkeep—allowed Holt to hire the most famous church
and college architect of the era, Ralph Adams Cram ’38H.
The architect considered the building of churches to be an act
of religious devotion and sought to revive Gothic design not as
an anachronism, but as an ideal. “What an architect does
when he is at his best is the result of unconscious cerebra-
tion, or better, his receptivity to…spiritual influences,” Cram
wrote in his autobiography.
The architect indulged Holt’s love of Mediterranean
motifs: stucco exterior, timbered ceilings, tile floors, cloister
garden, and a cupolaed tower reminiscent of the cathedral in
Toledo, Spain. Considered a medievalist through and through,
Cram did add whimsical, sentimental touches here and there.
For instance, the stained glass windows pay homage to both
Biblical figures and Rollins celebrities (Mrs. Warren is depicted
as St. Elizabeth and Holt himself as Erasmus). And legend has
it that Cram was so taken with the rosy hue of an ice cream
dessert served at a Winter Park dinner party, that he copied the
color for the Chapel’s exterior walls.
While construction was not without struggle (for instance,
the sandy soil of Central Florida required the Chapel’s foun-
dation to be dug almost as deep as its ceiling is tall), it took
only a single calendar year for the Chapel to emerge from
Cram’s vision as a thriving house of worship. Scarcely two
months after completion, the Chapel hosted its first wedding.
The MINISTRY
Magnificent though it is, the Chapel’s architecture was
designed as a means, not an end. Its arched nave was built to
inspire, comfort, and invite. It is, after all, a sanctuary.
“I often say I love to be in the Chapel best when it’s
empty—and when it’s full,” Powers said. “When I am alone
there, I sense the songs and prayers and people that came
before me, the spirit of the past. It is very sacred. But when
the Chapel is full, that is the spirit of the present. There is an
energy then that is very buoyant and ascending. And it is still
very sacred.”
Like the six deans of the Chapel before him, Powers is
not only steward of the historic building, he is campus chaplain,
counselor to the sick, advisor to the seeker, leader of religion
classes, and master of ceremonies, from baptisms to funerals.
“Ceremonies are a time to unite and uplift,” he said. “One of
the sad and painful things I have to do is officiate at funerals
for students who have died. But difficult ceremonies like
these are balanced by joyful, upbeat ceremonies, like weddings
and baptisms, and Sunday morning services.”
Although Rollins was founded by the Congregational
Church, the Chapel is in the ironic position of being church
to a secular campus; it stands as a testament to a faith it no
longer actively promotes. “I do not feel as though it is my job
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to evangelize the campus,” Powers said. “I want
students of all religions to be safe here and to
find a group that they will be comfortable
joining. I don’t catechize.”
To be all inclusive, the Chapel is available
to many groups on campus, including the
Jewish Student League, the Muslim Student
Association, and Catholic Campus Ministry.
In fact, because almost one-third of Rollins
students are Catholic, the Chapel hosts Mass
Sunday evenings.
Sunday morning worship is still a non-
denominational Christian service, but that also
has a modern twist, with Powers opening the
floor to discussion after his sermon, a practice
that seems particularly appropriate for a liberal
arts college.
“It started just as asking for announce-
ments, but it has evolved into a dialogue,”
Powers said. The sermon may prompt discus-
sion, but it can lead anywhere, from religion to
politics to campus news—often with Rollins
President Emeritus Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL
’90H and his wife, Polly ’85HH ’90H, at the
center of the conversation, until the Great
Organ sounds the first strains of the postlude
and the group of members and visitors files
out of the Chapel.
The music
It is the organ that has defined the sound
of the Chapel for its 75 years. Its rich choral
tones mark the beginning and end of Chapel
ceremonies and enhance every sacred moment.
But it is the College’s music programs,
and particularly the Bach Festival concerts,
that fill the Chapel’s pews. An annual event, the
Bach Festival is actually a multi-week series of
events, with lecturers, soloists, and ensemble
performances staged in the Chapel. This year’s
schedule featured works by Bach, Brahms,
Rossini, and Nielsen. Under the direction of
Rollins’ John M. Tiedtke Professor of Music
John Sinclair, the Bach Festival Choir is
composed of 160 singers, most of whom
commit more than 300 hours every year to
rehearsals and performances. They range in age
from 18 to 80 and must audition to participate.
Since its formation in 1935, the choir has
performed the works of more than 100 com-
posers in five languages. In this past season
alone, choir members sang more than 500
pages of music.
“You cannot argue with the success of the
Bach Festival,” Powers said. “It is always a
sell-out. And I feel that’s one of my duties as
dean, too—to encourage the appropriate use of
the Chapel’s space for programs that catch the
spirit of the place.”
The future
Looking beyond its fresh face and renewed
grandeur, how does the Chapel approach its
next 75 years?
“That’s the issue Princeton, Harvard, and
Yale have all faced,” Powers said. “They were all
founded as religious schools, but they are no
longer affiliated with a church. The campus
will have to decide.”
For all who enter the Knowles Memorial
Chapel, there is no doubt that it remains as it
was described by its first dean, Charles Atwood
Campbell:
HERE BEYOND THE STRIVING AND THE
CONFUSION OF THE WORLD IS A HAPPY
PATHWAY TO PEACE AND POWER WHERE
DEPARTED VISIONS MAY BE REGAINED
AND WEARIED FAITH RENEWED
Historic Renewal
After seven decades, the
Knowles Memorial Chapel
gets a preservation makeover
A church cannot stand for three-
quarters of a century without acquiring a
few bumps in its belfry. The Knowles
Memorial Chapel is no exception. Last
year, to freshen up for its 75th anniversary,
the Chapel underwent several major
renovations. Themasonry was restored
and repairs weremade to stone elements
on the Chapel’s exterior. New paint, a new
lightning protection system, and another
restroom were added and new exterior
lighting was installed, as well.
The renovation wasmade possible by
theWarren Trusts, established by Frances
KnowlesWarren ’35H, whomade a gift of
the Chapel to the College in 1932. “This
is an example of a donor truly looking
forward to the long term,” said George
Herbst, vice president for business and
finance and treasurer. “She thought ahead
and knew that there would be a day when
work would need to be done to preserve
the building.”
The Chapel’s renovation was part of a
$1.5-million effort begun in 2007 to restore
campus landmarks, including Pinehurst
Cottage and theAnnie Russell Theatre.
For its outstanding preservation of
Knowles Chapel and Pinehurst Cottage,
Rollins received the 2008 Historic
PreservationAward from the Friends of
Casa Feliz, aWinter Park organization
that supports historic preservation in the
community.
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alph Adams Cram ’38H was one of the most famous and
outspoken architects in America when he took on a new
commission: the building of a small cathedral on the Rollins College
campus. That building, dedicated in 1932 as the Knowles Memorial
Chapel, would become Cram’s fondest project. “I like to refer to it as
my church,” Cram once said. The architect often attended services at
the Chapel when he visited Winter Park.
Today, in its 75th year, the Knowles Memorial Chapel has lost
none of its appeal. Variously described as high Spanish Renaissance,
modern Spanish Gothic, and Mediterranean medieval, the Knowles
Chapel is an amalgam of classical architectural references, in what
Cram called “a modified version of the style which was common in
Spain in the 17th century.”
The exterior was modeled after the Cathedral of Toledo in Spain
(made famous by El Greco’s View of Toledo) with its distinctive bell
tower. The Chapel’s red-tile roof, cloistered garden, and creamy stucco
reflect the Spanish style favored by then-President Hamilton Holt. The
most notable decoration of the Chapel’s exterior is the tympanum of
carved stone above the entrance depicting the arrival of Christianity in
the New World.
The interior of the Chapel is a composition in both restraint
and majesty. Gazing toward the altar from the dark wooden pews,
the walls are illuminated by the glow of tasseled metal lanterns sus-
pended from the vaulted ceiling. Looking down at the leather-toned
tiles of the floor evokes the intimate solemnity of a humble church.
In rising contrast, the higher one gazes, the more magnificent the
view of detail, color, and texture. Looking heavenward, so to speak,
evokes the splendor of a grand cathedral. Here, the stained glass
windows shine with their stories of faith and erudition rendered in
jewel tones. Higher still, at the apex of the soaring sanctuary, are the
richly hand-painted timbers.
The Chapel houses many priceless treasures, including a
hand-carved altar piece of The Last Supper by Italian sculptor Ernest
Pellegrini and a bas-relief by Andy Dinselly. Such handcrafted art was
an essential part of Cram’s designs. A disciple of William Morris, he
was once described by TIME Magazine as “a deplorer of the vanishing
skilled craftsmen,” so it comes as no surprise that he would employ
hand-hewn natural materials in the Chapel—columns of native
limestone, arches of Italian marble, floor tiles of clay. For Cram,
designing buildings was more than an exercise in detail, balance, and
scale; it was an active form of worship or, as he called it, a “visualizing
of a spiritual impulse.”
The architect’s views on religion were unabashedly medieval and
his philosophy is reflected in the “collegiate Gothic” buildings he
designed for Princeton, Cornell, West Point, Notre Dame, MIT, and
the Phillips Exeter Academy, as well as countless churches, including
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine and Saint Thomas Episcopal
Church in New York City. Gothic designs, he said, worked in
ecclesiastical and academic settings because these institutions maintained
ties to the ideals of the Middle Ages.
When Cram died in 1942, the White House issued a statement of
condolence and The New York Times devoted an editorial—not just an
obituary—to his passing, writing, “out of the richness of his mind, he
left a legacy of beauty.” Fifty-five years later, his favorite church, the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
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A STANDING TESTAMENT
The Knowles Memorial Chapel reflects the vision and devotion of its
architect, Ralph Adams Cram ’38H, the high priest of “collegiate Gothic”
R
Chapel architect Ralph
Adams Cram after receiving
an honorary degree in 1938
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The Knowles Memorial Chapel during construction, 1932
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Everything you never knew about
the Knowles Memorial Chapel
12 Months it took to build
$285,802 Cost of construction
550 Seating capacity
52 Number of pews in the main sanctuary
12,450 Square footage
112 feet Height of the tower
Fiat Lux Entrance inscription
1961 Year air conditioning was installed
1,100 pounds Weight of the Chapel bell, a gift to the College
from the Congregational Church in 1950
(The same bell sounded the news of Winter Park’s
selection as the site of Florida’s first college in 1885.)
6 miles Distance from which the Chapel bell can be heard
2,602 Number of weddings performed in the Chapel
Richard Hayward ’29 &
Ruth DrummondHarris ’34 First couplemarried in the Chapel (June 4, 1932)
26 Number of stained glass windows
Hamilton Holt The “face” of the stained glass portrait of Erasmus
Wisdom Is Better
Than Strength Inscription in the RoseWindow
The Frances Chapel Nickname of the Side Chapel
(for Frances KnowlesWarren)
7 Number of Chapel Deans*
9 Number of Chapel organists**
* Deans: Charles Atwood Campbell (1932-1939)
Ellwood C. Nance (1939-1942)
Henry M. Edmonds ’48H (1942-1947)
Theodore S. Darrah ’73H (1947-1973)
A. Arnold Wettstein ’06H (1973-1992)
Robert D. Dewey (1992-1993)
Patrick J. Powers (1993-present)
**Organists: Herman Siewert ’45H (1932-1954)
Arden Whitacre (1954-1955)
Catharine Crozier Gleason (1955-1970)
Alexander Anderson (1970-1989)
Charles Callahan (1989-1995)
Harvey Burgett (1995-1997)
Randy L. Day (1997-1999)
David Patrick (1999-2001)
Alan Morrison (2001-2004)
Michael Magarian (2004-2007)
Nathan Taylor ’08 (2007-2008)
TUNED UP
Restoration of the Great Organ in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel is a resounding success
In life, as in music,
timing is everything.
When Rollins College
was in the market for an
organ for its Knowles
Memorial Chapel, it
happened to be the Golden
Age of the pipe organ, and
Ernest M. Skinner was the
preeminent architect of pipe
organs of the period. The
Mormon Tabernacle in Salt
Lake City, Symphony Hall
in Boston, and the
Cathedral of St. John the
Divine in New York City all
echo with the tones of
Skinner organs.
So it was excellent
timing for Rollins to acquire a Skinner organ so extraordinary it has
come to be known as the Great Organ. With the encouragement of the
Chapel’s architect, Ralph Adams Cram ’38H, and the Chapel’s patron
and donor, Frances Knowles Warren ’35H, the three-manual organ was
purchased for $21,700 and dedicated with the Chapel in 1932. Shortly
after the Great Organ was installed, Skinner’s company changed hands,
becoming Aeolian-Skinner and bringing an end to a musical era.
According to James H. Cook, a professor of music at Birmingham-
Southern College and database chair of the Organ Historical Society, an
international association of organ enthusiasts, the instrument in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel is one of the last great organs built by E.M.
Skinner. “I consider the Rollins organ a treasure of its type,” he said.
Treasure though it was, the organ nonetheless saw decades filled
with heat, humidity, and constant use. Although several intermediate
restorations preserved the Great Organ’s viability, including pipe
additions in 1955, by the 1990s the original mechanisms were showing
their age. Leather valve pouches and pneumatics were deteriorating,
wind-controlling reservoirs were falling apart, and the pipework needed
cleaning. It was becoming challenging to play. A major restoration
was in order. A group of alumni and friends of the College, led by Dean
Emeritus of Admissions John Oliver “Jack” Rich ’38, conducted a
fundraising campaign to completely renovate and enlarge the organ,
working for more than three years to secure the needed donations.
In 1999, Randall Dyer & Associates was commissioned to overhaul
the Great Organ, refurbishing it to its original glory—actually better than
original, with new electro-pneumatic slider chests for Great, Swell, and
Choir divisions and an all-electric four-manual movable console. The
1932 pipes (and 1955 additions) were cleaned and “revoiced.” By 2002,
the restoration was complete, with the addition of an antiphonal organ
framing the Rose Window, which had been part of Cram’s original
architectural vision. This last piece of the organ’s rebuilding was made
possible in large part thanks to the late John M. Tiedtke ’75H, longtime
trustee and former Rollins treasurer. The antiphonal organ is named in
his honor.
The Chapel's most recent organist has been Nathan Taylor ’08,
who graduated this year and will pursue a master's degree in organ
performance at Manhattan School of Music. “The experience of
performing on such a fine instrument has been inspiring,” he said.
“Having had opportunities to play many world-class instruments across
the U.S. and Europe, I can truly say the Knowles Chapel organ ranks
among the best.”
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REUNION 2008
THEREWERE STORIES OF ROMANCE,
favorite professors, and Fox Day. Tales of pledge
pranks, grove parties, and a Sandspur social column
called “Bite & Chew.”
But mostly, there was emotion.
The kind that happens when you reconnect with
special people and places of another time.
It’s what Reunion 2008 was made of…
More than 700 people with a shared experience
reliving old memories and creating new ones.
All caught up in sweet emotion.
The kind that was so aptly expressed by one alumna
as the weekend came to a close: “I don’t want to
leave; I’m not ready for this to be over yet.”
The kind that is uniquely Rollins.
Sweet Emotion
(l-r) Samantha and
Case Darby
Jo Davis Mason ’57
(far left, l-r) Saundra
Sands Hester ’59, Sue
Camp Kresge ’64, Tom
Nelson ’53, Virginia
Sands Casey ’64, and
Barbara Nelson
(l-r) Alice Smetheram
Bass ’88 and Ingrid
Wright Grenchi ’88
’94MAC




PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY
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TEAM PLAYERS
Athletes play such an important role in the life of the College.
The Sports Hall of Fame is just one of the many ways Rollins
thanks them for all their contributions. This year, Rollins recognized
six standouts who have brought recognition, honor, distinction,
and excellence to Rollins and the intercollegiate athletics program:
Paul Harris ’45 (Athletic Achievement Award), Keith Buckley
’88 ’95MBA (soccer), Mike Lynch ’90 (baseball), Falecia Douglas
Williams ’91 (volleyball), Daniel Parke ’97 ’98MBA
(basketball), and Charlie Urban (Service to Athletics Award).
(above) Jane Wilson
Bieberbach ’71
(l-r) Henry Fasoldt ’02
and Mike Acciardo ’03


(l-r) Marlene Stewart
Streit ’56, Buz Smith ’57,
and Jo Davis Mason ’57
(l-r) Margaret Redman ’97
and Kristin Lettiere
Coomber ’97


(back row, l-r) Claudia Park ’88 ’06MHR, Barbara Ward Meyer ’87,
Alice Smetheram Bass ’88, John Glenn Harding ’87, Dan Reagan
’63, and Carolyn Kellogg Darby ’88 (front row, l-r) Bonnie Pastor
Emerson ’88 and Beth Zanarini ’87

(l-r) Hal George ’76, Flora Harris
Twachtman ’43 ’66MAT, and
Bobby Reich ’77

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GLOBAL PREACHER
Guest preacher The Rev. Blake
Lorenz ’77 allowed those gathered
to travel through time and space.
His impassioned sermon took
alumni, students, and friends from
his days on the shores of Lake
Virginia to his missions in Africa.
A GOLDEN CONTRIBUTION
In honor of his 50th anniversary, Bruce Beal ’58
donated $1 million to endow the Directorship of
the Cornell Fine Arts Museum. He credits Rollins
for his background in fine arts and the springboard
for “a lifelong journey and quest in collecting modern
and contemporary art, which has enriched my life
for over 50 years.” Beal added, “I hope this gift
may help future students explore and enjoy the
fine arts as much as I have.”
REUNION 2008
ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE
Rollins Players took to the stage Saturday night in “On Stage with Annie,” in
which alumni and students performed scenes in celebration of the life and
career of Annie Russell. Alumni partaking in the “Annie”-versary included
Kay Leimbacher
MacDonald ’60, Peg
O’Keef ’81, Evan Press
’83, John Harding ’87,
Olivia Horn ’02, and
Kara Winslow ’04.
(l-r) Roberta Marling Morris ’58, Bill Cooke ’58,
Kay MacDonald ’60, and Pennie Martin Cooke ’62
Reverend Blake Lorenz ’77
(l-r) Lisa Schneider Peele
’76 and John Peele


(l-r) George Waddell ’38 and Jack Rich ’38

(l-r) Bruce Beal ’58 and Luanne McKinnon, Bruce A.
Beal Director of the Cornell Fine Arts Museum


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On Saturday night, the always-popular Harpoon,
composed of members Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA,
Frank Joseph ’75, Steve Mutschler ’75
’76MBA, Tim Coons ’76, Skip Masland ’77,
and Chris Wuerger, with Jeremy Wood ’74,
kept alumni dancing and singing through the
night to some good ol’ rock ‘n’ roll. Matt
MacKelcan ’03 offered up the finale at the
Young Alumni After Hours party.
Reunions are always about an ensemble of alumni, but
it was a handful of alumni who provided the eclectic
soundtrack for this year’s reunion. For the intro,
Chapel Organist Nathan Taylor ’08HH flooded the
Chapel with the classical music that shows off the
organ’s range. Then, ClarkWarren ’57 and Frank
Underwood ’57 delighted a packed house in their
cabaret show, “Better Than Anything,” which offered a
selection of arrangements and solos.
Sweet Music
Frank Underwood ’57

Chapel Organist Nathan Taylor ’08HH

Clark Warren ’57
Matt MacKelcan ’03

 Harpoon: Steve Mutschler ’75 ’76MBA, Frank Joseph ’75,
Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA, and Tim Coons ’76

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REUNION 2008 Sweet Memories
(l-r) Jarrett Brock ’58
and Judy Strite
Campbell ’58
(l-r) Bob Pratt ’58,
Judy Hoffman Brock
’58, and President
Lewis Duncan


(l-r) Chris Gasti ’83
and Tally Attaway
Angle ’83
(l-r) Clare Deeks
Sharp ’82, Rita Perini
’82, Kris Averell ’83,
Ted Riegel ’82, Laura
Coltrane Riley ’83
’91MBA, Jay Zola ’82,
John Riley ’83, and
Fritz Wettstein ’83


(l-r) Alexis Sklar ’03, Kristen
Tamposi Rosario ’03, Kristin
Collinson Alverson ’03, and
Amanda Longacre Dudley ’03
(l-r) Alumni Relations Executive
Assistant Nan Castino, Andy
Holland ’78, Board Member Ed
Kelly ’78, and Mudgie Couch
Holland ’80


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THE POET  Mike Madonick is hoping this Alumni Record
story of his career will be fictionalized. At least a little. When he
calls for our planned interview, he is, he says, feeling “particularly
inventive.” He thinks this interview will be short—there’s not much
to say about his life post-Rollins. He went into real estate, made a
little money, got out, went to school for his MFA, became a poet
and a teacher. End of story. Thanks for calling. 
A self-deprecating soul, that Madonick.
Here’s the truth: There’s a lot more to
Madonick than a career in real estate followed
by a couple of poems. He’s an award-winning
poet, having received the Academy of
American Poets Prize, the New Jersey Council
on the Arts Distinguished Artist Award, an
Illinois Arts Council grant, and an Illinois Arts
Council Literary Award. And he teaches his
creative writing students at the University of
Illinois—where he is an associate professor
and director of the creative writing program—
that while it’s tough, becoming a writer these
days is still possible. “I can’t produce a writer,”
said Madonick, “but I can produce a reader.
And if I can produce a reader, I have a better
chance of producing a writer.” So his students
are exposed to all kinds of poets, and that
includes a few rap artists, as well. “Then,” said
Madonick, “I wait for the student to light up.”
Writing has always been a part of Madonick’s
life. At Rollins, he helped reinvent the campus
literary journal, The Flamingo (now Brushing),
and he managed to publish his first poem in a
mainstream journal in 1973 while still a student.
(Now, 35 years later, Madonick still likes that
poem. Or at least tolerates it. “I’m not as
ashamed of that piece as I am of many others I
may have written yesterday,” he says with a booming laugh.) Still,
with as much talent as he had even then, Madonick knew that
sitting around writing poetry all day wasn’t likely to pay the bills.
“I like to eat,” he says, “and I wanted to make sure I could survive.”
He figured he’d have a better chance at keeping his belly full with
an MBA and signed on at Rollins’ Crummer Graduate School of
Business. 
With business degree in hand, he headed off to New York City
and created a prosperous career in real estate development. But for a
guy with a penchant for poetry and the golf course (he had arrived
at Rollins planning to major in golf and teach the sport for the rest
of his life), real estate was a far cry from the dream job. Madonick
promised himself that after he earned a little dough, he’d go back to
school for his MFA. Five years later, when the opportunity arose
for Madonick to enroll in the creative writing program at the
University of Oregon, he headed west. 
He hasn’t left the academy since, and amidst publishing work in
plenty of journals, including American Literary Review, New
England Review, Chicago Review, and Tar River Poetry, among
others, he landed his current position at Illinois in 1990. It was
there that he co-founded Ninth Letter, the University’s literary
magazine, recently named best new literary journal by the Council
of Editors of Learned Journals. In 2000, he published a collection
of poetry, Waking the Deaf Dog.
Now, every semester at the University of Illinois, hopeful student
writers slink into Madonick’s classroom hoping to learn a little from
the guy who, with his unkempt grey beard and dark hair, looks a
little like Tom Magliozzi, better known as one of the Tappet
Brothers from NPR’s Car Talk. Madonick sounds like him, too.
Once that laugh gets rolling. you’d half expect him to go off on the
benefits of Hondas. But Madonick isn’t a car expert. He’s doing
what he always wanted to do: write and teach. And that’s not fiction.
mmadonic@uiuc.edu —Maureen Harmon
Rollins College is proud of its alumni, who are actively contribut-
ing to the health, wealth, productivity, harmony, spiritual guidance,
and hope of citizens throughout the world. To help spread the
good news, each issue of the Rollins Alumni Record features
“Alumni of Note.” If you would like to suggest any alumni who
should be spotlighted, please contact the Alumni Relations
office at 1-800-799-ALUM or e-mail us at alumni@rollins.edu.
ALUMNI OF NOTE
Michael Madonick ’72 ’74MBA
“I can’t produce a writer, but I can produce a reader.
And if I can produce a reader, I have a better
chance of producing a writer.” —Mike Madonick
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David Cohen ’02
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE  Randy
Lyon ’71 ’72MBA has always been a big-
picture thinker. Now, he’s a global thinker.
Since April 2007, Lyon, a past Alumni
Trustee and president of the Alumni
Association, has been a consultant to Sama
Dubai, a member of Dubai Holding, the
private commercial arm of the royal family
of Dubai. 
“Three products have emerged in that fast-growing part of the
planet,” Lyon said. “First governments are coming to us and asking to
duplicate Dubai’s growth and build new urban cities. Second, we’re
building iconic, high-rise towers—100 stories or more and up to 6.5
million square feet—that have mixed uses, including office, residential,
and retail. Third, and nearest and dearest to my heart, are resorts. People
today want to find places that put them in touch with new cultural,
environmental, and even personal experiences.”
Lyon was head of the Lake Nona development near the Orlando
International Airport for 11 years and chaired myregion.org, the Central
Florida regional planning effort, for four years. He may be best known,
however, for his role as the chief executive of Ginn Resort’s Central
Florida region when the company created the hugely successful Reunion
Resort & Club of Orlando in 2004. Lyon said that he learned much
from company founder Bobby Ginn. “When Bobby travels to his various
projects, he’ll bring boxes of pizza and sit in the evening with the sales
assistants, who work long hours. They’ll eat pizza and talk about what
the assistants hear from the customers. Every project that Bobby builds is
done with full knowledge of what the customer wants.”
Lyon says that his ability to take Ginn’s focus on the customer—
and the premise, implied by Reunion’s name, that it is selling an
experience rather than real estate—and project it on a global scale is
a direct result of his Rollins education. “The Rollins curriculum
allowed us to look at the way we as people have evolved, what we
know and how we know it,” he said. “You really find the world much
more revealing if you’re interdisciplinary.”
Lyon, who had the added benefit of meeting his future wife,
Andrea Boissy ’73, at Rollins, says his one regret about his education
is that he never attained fluency in a foreign language. “If there’s anything
in my daily experience on my job that I find personally humiliating,
it’s my inability to communicate in any language but my own,” he
said. “I’m surrounded in my office by people from 20 different countries,
many of whom speak four or five languages, and every one of them
speaks English as an accommodation to me.”
Though he may be monolingual, Lyon is enthusiastic and excited
about the opportunities of his new job, his new client, and the potential
for the people who succeed him to operate globally. “I’m in heaven,” he
said of his position. “We have a chance to become citizens of Earth, not
just of the United States. In a year, I haven’t come to fully grasp what that
means, but I’m getting there. Today’s students will increasingly live with
that opportunity, so it’s critical that we fully prepare them for what it means
to be global citizens.”  r_lyon@bellsouth.net — Warren Miller ’90MBA
Randy Lyon  ’71 ’72MBA
ALUMNI OF NOTE
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THE IDEA MAN  As a child actor, David Charles Cohen got plenty
of work: an international campaign for SeaWorld, a couple of Florida
lottery commercials, an episode of Baywatch, a few spots on Nickelodeon.
But as an adult actor with a degree in theatre arts, he was facing a lot of
closed doors. He’d simply been out of the business for too long. Still, he
kept at it for a while, working server jobs in restaurants and going to an
occasional audition. He soon realized he needed to make some real
money and decided to take matters into his own hands. 
He and actor friend Jesse Blitz came up with a plan: they’d make
their own short films. They went to a hardware store to purchase all the
parts they’d need to make a steady cam—for a total of  $14.21. And so
1421 Productions was born. 
The pair soon found a niche: plenty of starting independent
directors, producers, and actors wanted to film in L.A., but they often
overlooked insurance, which was mandatory. So 1421 bought a
comprehensive insurance package and offered to co-produce—and
insure—films. Business came rolling in, and within a year, 1421 had
helped produce 17 pictures, including Gretchen Brettschneider Skirts
Thirty, which, in 2003, won the Best Short Film Award at the San
Diego Film Festival. It was while producing that film that Cohen met
Corey Blake, who would become a business partner.
While there is not a lack of talented actors in L.A., Cohen said,
many of them lack business smarts. Cohen and Blake, along with Blitz,
sought to bridge that gap. So they launched the L.A. Film Lab, a year-
long film school offering courses designed for actors to learn the business
end of the film world. “All of these right-brained thinkers come out to
L.A.,” Cohen said, “but most of them don’t have the tools to play the
game.” Film Lab students developed scripts
and took their screenplays from start to finish.
Eventually, Cohen connected with
Academy- and Emmy-Award-nominated
director Peter Spirer, who was in need of a producer for his upcoming
documentary on the life and death of rapper Biggie Smalls. Cohen
signed on and spent the next year and a half with Spirer in Brooklyn and
L.A., interviewing Biggie’s old crew and other famous hip-hop artists like
Common and Method Man. The result was Notorious B.I.G.: Bigger
Than Life.
Since the film’s debut in September 2007, Cohen has moved on to
yet another business endeavor. Back with L.A. Film Lab partner Blake,
he is helping to run Writers of the Round Table, a company that, as their
Web site touts, “specializes in the development, marketing, and distribu-
tion of exceptionally written content.” As “Chief Executive Maestro” and
publishing director at the Round Table, Cohen spends his time handling
business operations and setting up authors with their distribution model.
“Writers need artists like us,” he explained. “They have spent a lifetime
building a methodology or message and they need guidance in bringing
that to life in a book. Once their manuscript is completed, they’re
exhilarated, but when they can’t generate any interest in their master-
piece, it’s like hitting a wall at 100 mph. That’s where we come in.”
Cohen, who is married to Erin Salem Cohen ’02, describes him-
self as an “entrepreneur at heart” and is enjoying the latest chapter in his
whirlwind business career. But he still has a soft spot for film and hasn’t
ruled out the possibility of returning to the entertainment world one day.
David@writersoftheroundtable.com —Maureen Harmon
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STAR MAKER  Long before American Idol ’s judge Simon Cowell
uttered the phrase, “It’s a little pitchy,” Tim Coons ’76 was turning young
vocalists into worldwide recording artists. He didn’t set out to be a star
builder, but after developing the talents of Backstreet Boys, *NSYNC,
Take 5, and JoJo, the youngest female artist with a #1 record, there was
no escaping his reputation. Coons’ company, Atlantic Hill, is now
known throughout the industry, and Coons has put many aspiring
singers in the spotlight. 
Stage presence and looks may make some into stars, but Coons
thrives on working with incredible voices. “Singing is a science, it’s a
quantitative thing,” he said. Most young talent, he explained, sings ahead
of the beat. So, through what he refers to as “Pop Star 101,” he teaches
vocalists how to measure their pitch and their timing. Recognizing the
importance of developing the “whole” musician, he also teaches them
about the industry and the media.
Coons, who mentors students across the country as well as at Full
Sail University in his hometown, Winter Park, said he looks to this
generation for an indication of the music industry’s path. “Back in the old
days—like three years ago,” he laughed, “the music companies developed
the talent. But now, with an independent producer and MySpace, a
group like Ball in the House [one of Coons’ most recent success stories]
can have a successful career, tour the country, and attract lots of fans.”
They can also make the music industry take notice: with Ball in the
House, Coons received two Grammy nominations, including one for
producer of the year. “I ask students, ‘How many of you want to get a
recording contract with a major label?’ Five
years ago, every hand would go up, but
today, hardly any.”  
A singer and musician in his own right,
Coons has graced many stages through the
years, but a few years back, he took a hiatus
from performing to focus on working with
his clients. A chance—and cherished—
encounter with one of his heroes, Paul McCartney, inspired him to return
to the stage. “I met Paul at a small gathering and struck up a conversation
with him. I asked him if he still enjoyed performing live,” Coons said.
The two spent the next hour comparing stories about life in the recording
studio and live performance. When the conversation turned to their
shared love of good harmony, Coons spontaneously broke into “The
Long and Winding Road” and McCartney joined in—in harmony, of
course. Now, in addition to producing music, Coons performs regularly
at local Central Florida venues, and he and his old Rollins band,
Harpoon, have been a number-one hit at recent Rollins Reunions.
This summer, in addition to producing their music, Coons will join
one of his next big acts, Seminole County, onstage as a musician. He will
also continue to work with emerging talent, including reality TV stars
Ashlee Williss (The Bachelor) and Rosemary Palmer (American Idol Top
50), along with new discoveries like Brittany Lee, who at age 11 had the
#1 song on the American Country Radio Network.
tcoons@atlantichill.com —Alice Smetheram Bass ’88
Tim Coons ’76
LIFE PERSPECTIVE  What Anne Schallau Guerrant saw in the ghet-
to of Rio de Janeiro in the 1970s changed the way she saw the world.
Here she was, a Rollins graduate touring the world as a professional tennis
player, serving against the likes of Billie Jean King and Martina
Navratilova—sometimes beating them—and thinking that the world was
doing just fine. Then she saw a group of young boys, all barefoot, playing
soccer on a field of mud, dirt, and rocks. “I found out later,” Guerrant
said, “that half the world lived like that.” The truth, she found, was that
anyone earning more than $20,000 a year is in the top 5 percent of the
wealthiest people in the world. In the impoverished area where these boys
lived, entire families were living on less than a dollar day.
After graduating from Rollins, Guerrant spent nine years playing
pro tennis competitively (she played at Wimbledon and in the U.S.
Open); married her husband, Terry, in 1975; and began to raise a family.
In the coming years, she turned to the U.S. housing market and became
a real estate investor. Through the years, she and Terry made typical
charitable contributions, but Guerrant (who was called Mona when she
was at Rollins) knew there had to be a way to help that would have
greater impact. She started reading about microcredit lending in Hillary
Clinton’s book Living History: Hillary Rodham Clinton, and after visiting
a microcredit lending program in India, she realized this was the way she
could help people like the ones living in the ghetto of Rio de Janeiro.
“You can send money overseas to feed people,” Guerrant said, “but then
they’re hungry again.” Micro credit allows people to make their own
money and provide food and shelter for their families. So the Guerrants
came home to Arizona and launched the Guerrant Foundation.
The whole idea behind the Foundation, and microcredit lending in
general, is surprisingly simple. The Foundation takes in donations (the
couple is matching gifts up to $100,000 in 2008) and passes on 100 per-
cent of the funds to two microcredit
agencies working overseas. Those
agencies lend small amounts of money,
usually between $40 and $400, to
impoverished entrepreneurs in some of
the poorest countries in the world, where
a few hundred dollars can start a business
and change lives. The entrepreneur then
pays the money back, with interest. That
interest pays administrative costs, and
then the money is lent again. Repayment is usually swift: 97 percent of
the entrepreneurs, most of whom are women, pay back their loans within
six months. It’s a typical business exchange: “I’m a businesswoman,”
Guerrant said, “and these are businesswomen.”
Of all the people the Foundation has helped over the years, one
woman stands out in Guerrant’s mind. Her name was Neesha, and she
was a mat weaver in a small village in India. “She was one who just grabbed
my heart,” Guerrant said. She had been weaving bamboo mats and
selling them to a trader for pennies. After the Guerrant Foundation lent
her several hundred dollars, she was able to start her own business and it
prospered. In the village, mats like the ones Neesha was weaving were
used for just about everything from carpeting to furniture in the mud
huts where the people were living. She managed to pay off her loan in a
matter of months and told Guerrant that she didn’t worry about anything
anymore. Here was a woman in her 30s, widowed, with three children in
school and a business to manage, and she wasn’t worried about a thing.
And that’s what struck Guerrant the hardest. “No worries,” she
told Phoenix Woman magazine last year, “Can you believe that?” It
put everything into perspective. For information on the Guerrant
Foundation, visit www.guerrantfoundation.org or e-mail Guerrant at
admin@guerrantfoundation.org. —Maureen Harmon
Mona Anne Schallau Guerrant ’71
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THE SUCCESS OF ANY REUNION
is measured by the empirical outcome: the
number of alumni who show up and the
amount of fun they have. That success,
however, depends entirely on the alumni who
tirelessly work behind the scenes calling friends
and building anticipation. As Bobby Davis ’82
pointed out, “What started as a couple of people
calling a few others to say, ‘Have you heard
about this Reunion thing? Should we maybe go
and see what happens? Will our friends be
there?’ quickly metastasized into a mad flurry of
e-mails and telephone calls, with new players
joining the fray each day.’” For theater alumni
celebrating their 25th reunion, he and Evan
Press ’83 were among the leaders rallying
everyone to come back to Rollins for one of the
largest reunion turnouts in the College’s history.
While Bobby and Evan were busy
calling and emailing their classmates, Leslie
Priester ’58 was busy tracking down and
rounding up her Kappa sisters. Initially, some
were hesitant to commit. Fifty years had passed
since some of them had even seen each other.
Leslie herself was unsure what it would be like
to see some of the women she shared laughs
and tears with so many years ago, but that did-
n’t thwart her determination. “I had seen four
of them since 1958,” she said. “Only four, and
I could not imagine what it would be like to
see a friend after 50 years. You know how long
it took to return to who we were 50 years ago?
Two seconds! Once we were hugging and
giggling, no years seemed to have gone by.”
That moment of reconnecting with
friends, even if you haven’t seen them in
many years, and returning to the person you
once were and the place you once called
home is what reunion is all about. The real
success of reunion is built on the foundation
of friends reaching out to friends. The true
outcome is being able to say, as Leslie did,
“Reunion was incredible and I have said
many times since coming home, there has
not been a higher point in my life than seeing
the Kappas that weekend.” 
CONNECTED FOR LIFE
“I could not imagine what it would be like to
see a friend after 50 years. You know how long
it took to return to who we were 50 years ago?
Two seconds! Once we were hugging and
giggling, no years seemed to have gone by.”
—Leslie Priester ’58
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Clockwise from top left:
(l-r) Audience Services Coordinator Olivia
Horn ’02, Evan Press ’83, and Muriel
Opsahl
(l-r) Joanne Murphy ’59, Hobby Hobbins
Johnson ’58, Leslie Lee Priester ’58,
Teel Oliver ’59, Judy Howard Whitehead
’59, and Joan Abendroth Pratt ’59
(l-r) Bobby Davis ’82, Fritz Wettstein ’83,
and Spike McClure ’81
COME Together
PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY
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Class News Editor: Laura J. Cole ’04
I 1939
I 1946
Frank Sussler sends news that he and
his wife Joan are retired after being
involved in demanding professions. He
writes, “I am not certain that I miss the
hectic environment of traveling the
world to value their assets for the likes
of Ford Motor Co., General Dynamics,
International Resources, Common -
wealth Oil, Conaco, United Parcel
Service, Champion Paper, Texaco. On
the other hand, I know the academic
world was left with an unfilled hole
when Joan finally decided to leave Yale
after 36 years as curator of its collec-
tions of 18th century English satirical
prints and drawings. Now researchers
have a problem if their subject matter
includes a referral of ‘Nobodies.’”
I 1948
Jean Bohrer Davidson was the first
Rollins student to graduate magna
cum laude.
I 1949
Jean Allen Scherer sends news that her
son Jim and his wife Tracey were blessed
with fraternal twins on November 1,
2007. Her son Bob and his wife Sue
have built a home on Lake Oconee at
Reynold’s Plantation in Georgia and
will move in June. Patricia German
West sends news that her husband,
William, passed away on January 26,
2007 after a long battle with cancer.
The St. Petersburg College board of
trustees presented Robert Setzerwith a
gold plaque in appreciation of his
establishment of organ instruction in
the college’s curriculum and his leader-
ship in the purchase and installation of
the Heissler Pipe Organ in the state-of-
the-art new music center. He was also
presented with a lifetime achievement
award by Pinellas Choral Society. 
I 1952
Phyllis Brettell Kaiser and her hus-
band Ron travel a lot in their retire-
ment. They have been on four bike
trips in Europe with Elderhostel. They
still water ski occasionally if the water’s
like glass; but they mostly enjoy tennis,
biking, bridge, and walking on the
beach. Phyllis writes, “I have seen a few
Alpha Phi friends from Rollins. I would
love to see anyone who was there when
I was. I am a two-time cancer survivor
(ovarian and breast), so I appreciate my
recoveries and good health.” Jean
Wiselogel Elliott-D’Addio and her
husband Jerry continue to love living in
Fairhope, Alabama. Her daughter Alex
lives in California, so Jean keeps busy
traveling to see her and her three grown
grandsons. She writes, “Anyone from
Rollins is always welcome!”
I 1955
As a pro bono business counselor for
The Western North Carolina Chapter
of Score, Connie Butler led the nation
for the second year in a row, successful-
ly handling over one thousand busi-
ness-related cases for America’s Small
Businesses. William Carywrites, “I am
still alive and well—to a point. I keep
in touch with Bruce Remsburg and
Connie Butler. When in Maine,
Sharon and I stop and see Albie
Dealman and his lovely wife.”
I 1956
To show his school
spirit, Tom Grubbs
dyed his hair blue
for one of the
women’s basketball
games.
I 1957
Joanne Davis Mason and her husband
Bill retired to Sarasota, her home-
town, after he worked for Hallmark
Cards in New Jersey for 35 years. 
Bill had a massive coronary when he
was 60 and missed their first grand-
child by nine days. Joanne writes, “I
recently got together with Bob Bell
and his wife Barbara, Buzz Smith,
and Tom Hulihan, and I really
looked forward to this reunion and
playing the “Do you remember
when?” game. It was really fun!”
Webster Walker writes, “My wife
Joy and I split our time between
Connecticut and Florida—what a
great way to live warm year
round!”
I 1958
Mo Waite had been looking forward to
his 50th reunion, but wasn’t able to
attend because of a family reunion. 
He writes, “Helen and I are well and
welcome Rollins friends here or in
Maine in the summers. I hope that it
was an outstanding gathering.”
I 1959
I 1960
Pat Stevens Bianco has two new
grandchildren, Jake and Alexis. She
won top awards in the IAPS National
Art Pastels competition, in South Shore
Artists, and in Pittsburgh’s “14 Top
Artists.” She has two upcoming shows:
one in Hingham, Massachusetts and one
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She travels
some semesters as a theater professor
with Semester at Sea. Gail Sutcliffe
McGrath reports that her husband
retired at the end of February 2007. In
May of this year, they went on a cruise
to Alaska. Sandra Whittington keeps
busy as chairman of the Douglas County
Cemetery Commission. There are 56
abandoned family cemeteries in her
county, and she cleans each one on an
annual basis with county jail trustees.
I 1961
Ruth Hiscox Griffinwrites, “I would
love to hear from old friends.” Susan
Morganthaler Kern has spent the last
6 years in Fort Myers Beach, Florida.
Before her husband passed away last
April, they had built a new house on
the family farm and down-sized since
all of their children had moved out.
She has seven grandsons and one
granddaughter. Since losing most of her
vision, she has been living with her son,
Dan. Susan writes, “I remember my
college days quite well! It was fun!”
I 1964
Clark Wilcoxwould like to share with
his Rollins friends the sad news that he
has been diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer.
I 1966
Bruce Behrenswas appointed town
administrator in Summerton, South
Carolina. After 27 years at the same
place, Michael Federline has changed
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50th-anniversary classes celebrate a special reunion
To see other Reunion 2008 class photos, go to
rollins.edu/alumni/events/photos/Reunion08
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hospitals. He writes, “The post-Katrina
Emergency Medicine practice has dete-
riorated significantly in the last two
years. My new hospital has a better mix
of acute and non-acute medicine.”
I 1967
On New Year’s Eve, Bob Bisplinghoff
and his wife Betty celebrated their 13th
anniversary. Bob recently retired after
owning a financial planning business
for the last 25 years. Betty is a professor
of education at the University of Georgia
and is a national facilitator with the
prestigious National School Reform
Faculty. After spending most of ’07
having chemotherapy, radiation, and
surgery for neck cancer, Bob has recov-
ered and is looking for a much more
pleasant ’08. Last year, Charalambos
Constantinides retired from Lucent
Technologies. Lynn Hutner Colwell
and her daughter have two books com-
ing out in October: Celebrate Green!
Creating Eco-Savvy Holidays, Celebra -
tions & Traditions for the Whole Family
and a children’s book, My Halloween
Treasures. Both are published by Kedzie
Press, a “green” publisher. For every
book sold, a tree will be planted. Lynn
writes, “There is a lot of interest in the
books and our company, The Green
Year, LLC, through which we offer
consulting to individuals and companies
interested in eco-friendly celebrations.”
Florida Bank of Commerce hired Tom
Sacha ’70MBA as market manager to
direct banking operations from the
new Winter Park location. Tom
chaired the Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce in 1997 and is on the city’s
Parks and Recreation Commission.
I 1968
After graduating, Jeremy Lang
received a master’s of architecture from
Columbia University. His first job was
with noted architect Robert A. M.
Stern, where he rose to become his first
associate. Jeremy then had his own
NYC firm for 10 years prior to merg-
ing with Butler Roger Baskett
Architects. For the past 17 years, he
was partner in charge of corporate and
interior design, and, for the last five
years, he has been president of the firm.
Jeremy writes, “38 years after entering
graduate school, I’m ready to move on
to other challenges, although they are
not fully defined as of yet!” William
McNulty, who has been a resident
actor and director at Actors Theatre of
Louisville for 32 years, has recently
been named recipient of a Fox
Foundation Fellowship Grant in the
distinguished artist category. This is
one of three grants awarded annually to
resident actors in American theatre
companies. He has decided to recom-
mit himself to teaching acting (he
taught at Rollins from ’74-’76) and will
be using some of the grant money to
travel to NYC in June and study with
some of the best acting teachers in the
world.
I 1969
Jane Carrison Bockel is retired and
living in the Washington, DC area,
where she volunteers at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center. Jane writes, “I
feel so privileged to be around our
wonderful soldiers. I would love to
hear from old Rollins friends who live in
the DC area.”
I 1971
Nathan Laffoonmoved himself and his
company from city life in Cincinnati to
the peace of northern Michigan.
I 1972
Stan Gale ’73MBA’s company, Gale
International, was featured in a
Forbes.com article “Scratch Builders”
on January 7. The article discussed the
$30-billion investment the company
made in the first new city in 50 years,
named Songdo, which is in South
Korea and is being pitched as a digitally
linked and model green city. Michael
Loescher is a retired US Navy
Commander, specializing in cryptol-
ogy. Twice selected as one of the top
100 federal employees in the US, he is
also the author of five books and he
lectures in Europe, Asia, and North
America. Michael has spent 30 years in
government and is recognized world-
wide as an expert in organizational re-
engineering. He writes, “I was a senior
US intelligence officer in Europe from
1992 to 1995 and I welcome Rollins
students who are interested in a career
in government.” Judith Sullivan
Norvell opened her eighth group
home for developmentally disabled
adults. Her husband is still recuperat-
ing from a stroke. She writes, “I have
kids and grandkids from Virginia to
California. They are the reason I can
keep smiling!”  
I 1974
After more than 32 years with UPS,
Steve Shepherd has retired. He writes,
“I am looking forward to a long period
of family, travel, motorcycles, golf, and
grandkids… not necessarily in that order.”
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David Lord ’69 ’71MBA receives
Alfond Award of Excellence
David H. Lord ’69 ’71MBA received the Alfond Award of
Excellence at the Board of Trustees Dinner on February 22
during a program honoring the life and legacy of the late
Harold Alfond ‘97H. A heartfelt, standing ovation welcomed
the surprise announcement as Lord came forward to accept
the prestigious award from President Lewis Duncan, Rollins
trustee Theodore B. “Ted” Alfond ’68, and Peter Alfond ’75.
The presentation was accompanied by the following words
from President Duncan:
The Alfond Award of Excellence, inspired by Harold Alfond ’97H,
the remarkable man we are honoring tonight, is given in recognition
of outstanding community service to a person whose life has been
shaped in good part by his or her participation in athletics. 
To qualify for this award, the recipient:
 must have a solid reputation for honesty and integrity in both
professional and personal life;
 must have contributed notably to the welfare of others;
 must believe in the values of education and the intercollegiate
athletic experience; and
 must have served as a positive role model for the youth of his
or her community and country.
This year’s recipient embodies the criteria. Although he did not
compete as an athlete, he was student manager for three teams
and was an integral part of the athletic program at Rollins College.
Today he embraces the mental and physical discipline of an ath-
lete. His professional and private life is defined by service to his
community, college, and country.  He is an effective advocate for
quality healthcare in his community, and his philanthropy is
extensive, touching the lives of the sick, elderly, and youth in
Florida, Colorado, and Michigan. His service, leadership, and
generosity as a trustee continue to inspire the Rollins community
to engage in community service and leadership and, indeed,
become recognized as the most engaged institution of higher
learning in Florida. Tonight, on behalf of Rollins College and in
memory of Harold Alfond, it is my pleasure to present the Alfond
Award of Excellence to Rollins alumnus and trustee David Lord.  
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I 1975
Ann Flint recently relocated to
Tennessee, where she has accepted a
position as tennis manager of a large
retirement community. It has four
indoor courts, four outdoor clay courts,
and four hard courts, as well as five golf
courses and 11 lakes with two marinas.
Fred Lauten ’76MBAhas served as an
Orange County judge and circuit judge
since 1993. He was among six people
whose names will be sent to U.S.
Senators Mel Martinez and Bill Nelson
for consideration in filling two federal
judgeships. Beth Lincks, under the
penname Arlene Hutton, has a new
play, Letters to Sala. It is about 16-year-
old Sala Garncarz who volunteered to
take her sister’s place in a Nazi forced
labor camp. During the next five years,
in seven different camps, Sala received
over 350 pieces of mail. Risking her
life, she managed to save every single
letter and then hid them for almost 50
years. Charles Race has been named
the new executive
vice president and
chief credit officer
at ShoreBank,
the nation’s first
community devel-
opment and envi-
ronmental bank with over $2 billion in
assets. 
I 1976
Steve Heis is president and chief of
staff of Mercy Hospital in Cincinnati.
His son, Stephen,
plays center for East
Carolina University’s
football team. Tracy
Kolker lives with
Bruce Ochsman ’80.
She writes, “We
moved in together
and share fond memories of Rollins life
even though we did not attend at the
same time.” Bill MacLean chaperoned
a senior trip to Mexico for his daughter
Grace and 30 of her closest friends.
Grace starts Rollins in the fall and will
play on the women’s volleyball team.
Bill’s son Ted is a senior at Colorado
State and his daughter Anna is a junior
at Amherst College. Bill writes, “I am
very sorry to have missed this year’s
reunion. It was a real treat to hear
Harpoon last year!”
I 1977
In July, Charlie Maier and his wife
Sarah and son Christopher moved
from Miami, Florida to Beijing, China
as a result of a job change. Charlie is
still with Caterpillar, where he has been
for 26 years. He writes, “I’m now
exploring China and getting ready for
the Olympics!” Eric Manasse lives in
Monte Carlo, Monaco, where he
works as CEO of Logosport, a world-
wide soccer management company
that assists many professional teams
around the world find talented players.
He is also a FIFA soccer agent.
Catharine Pixley McLaury writes,
“13 years in Paris and still loving it.
Travelling and working with the sports
teams is a great way to earn a living.
La vie est belle!”
I 1979
Ginny Guyton-Andersonwrites, “I
enjoyed reading about Thane
Maynard ’76 (Spring 2008 issue). I
had no idea of his involvement and
credo: wildlife conservation awareness.
I think I met him at Pinehurst when I
was interviewed by Ivan Fleishman
’77 to gain admission at what was then
the only co-ed dorm dedicated to polit-
ical awareness.”
I 1982
In January, Jennifer Franklin passed
the Florida real estate broker’s exam.
She has 22 years of experience in the
area of real estate and is continuing a
tradition of successful customer rela-
tionships at Parkland International
Realty, Inc. Cyndi Harper Plunkett
spent Fox Day touring the Vatican and,
in the true Fox Day spirit, did not
work even a little. Tom Lennon and
Ted Riegel celebrated Fox Day 2008
with Tom’s son Thomas by attending
the NY Mets home opener at Shea
Stadium. Tom writes, “A great time was
had by all. Hope it was a great day at
good ole Rollins as well!”
I 1983
Laura Palko Schendel is the proud
parent of a Rollins sophomore, Kristin
Schendel ’10. Laura writes, “It has
been fun to revisit the campus, see all
the changes, and watch Kristin mature
in the same beautiful place that I
enjoyed.”
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Get Tagged!
GIVE THIS SUMMER’S 
HOTTEST ROLLINS ACCESSORY
Now you can share your Rollins style with
friends and family!
More than 1,000 people are now driving with the Rollins
license plate. You can grow that number by giving a Rollins tag.
Gift certificates for the Rollins specialty plate are now being
offered through the State of Florida. Purchase one from your
local tag agency and present it to your friends and family to
celebrate a birthday, reunion, or special occasion.  
Proceeds from the gift certificates benefit The Rollins Fund,
which supports scholarships, student-faculty collaborative
research, career services, and other student programs.
For more information, 
visit www.rollins.edu/tag or call 407-646-1528.
*Additional fees may be applicable.
Now you’re traveling in style.
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I 1984
In May, Zachary Dunbar’s latest
theater production, The Cows Come
Home, was performed in London. The
play, which Zachary wrote and direct-
ed, combines bits of the Oedipus story
with modern themes about mad cows,
infection, and religious belief in a 21st-
century exploration of the chorus using
dance theater, live electo-acoustic
sound, and images. Pending successful
grant applications, he plans to go on
tour in Ireland, Denmark, and Spain.
I 1985
After graduating, Fred Mileymoved to
Montana, where he spent 16 summers
as a whitewater/flyfishing guide and
taught mostly high school English,
including six years on Blackfeet
Reservation. In 2002, he returned to
Ocala, Florida, where he teaches
English at a Marion County middle
school and plays and coaches soccer.
He writes, “I’m a single dad with a
beautiful, artistic, and musical daugh-
ter, Anne, who is reading at a fifth
grade level in second grade. She enjoys
Scouts, horseback riding, and soccer. I
coach her teams at the local YMCA.”
Mark Peres is president of Charlotte
ViewPoint, a nonprofit magazine and
community forum, and is an assistant
professor of leadership and business
ethics at Johnson & Wales University
in Charlotte, North Carolina.
I 1987
Amy Grieve Bradywas recently recog-
nized with two awards. The first was
from Atlanta Womanmagazine for
being one of the Top 25 Women to
Watch in Atlanta. The second award
was from Uptown Scoop, the free daily
lifestyle e-mail guide targeted to
women in business and the WNBA
Atlanta Dream. For more than 20
years, Amy has been working with
Bank of America, where she has held a
variety of roles, ranging from consumer
bank management to innovation to
technology. She writes, “I am honored
to be included with these female busi-
ness executives.” Melissa Miracle
Mocogni writes, “What an amazing
20-year reunion for the class of 1987!
It was so great to see old friends and
spend time at Rollins again. The
campus is even more beautiful than I
remembered. To Tony L, Steven G,
John K, Rich Z, Laurel A, Sandy N,
Terry W, Gordon, Graham and Heidi,
Kelly H, Barb W, Kirsten, Sue G, Shea
D, Johnny H, Penny, Claudia, Carl A,
Scott D, and Susan: It was amazing to
hear about the last 20 years and I can’t
wait to do it again in 2012.”
I 1988
In 2006, Anthony Shacar completed
his doctorate. Recently, he moved to
New Orleans to work as an infant
mental health consultant for the state
of Louisiana’s Quality Rating System
for childcare. Anthony is currently
preparing to sit for licensure as a psy-
chologist and hopes to start a private
practice. He writes, “It is an exciting
time to be back in New Orleans as this
great city rebounds and rebuilds!”
I 1989
Andrew Judelson’s e-mail address in
his Alumni of Note profile in the
Spring 2008 Alumni Recordwas listed
incorrectly. The correct address is
Andrew_Judelson@timeinc.com. Mike
Odell finished technical scuba diver
rating for deep, extended-range cave
diving. He has completed 150-feet cave
dives and is moving to helium-trimix
diving to exceed 300-feet depths. Mike
also enjoys marathons, triathlons, and
dabbling in real estate. He has been a
pharmacist since 1993 and married
Irene in 2001.
I 1990
Andrew Bakerwrites, “Write. Ride.
Kite Board. Travel. Repeat. Such is the
life of a writer. All is stellar here in
SoCal. Any Rollins friends, feel free to
give a shout out.” Allison Strohaker
McQueen has moved to Suffolk,
England, where she is the marketing
director for RAF Lakenheath. She
recently won the Air Force Marketing
Program of the Year Award for Europe
and was the winner of National
Security Personnel Manager of the Year
for Lakenheath.
I 1991
Chris Ernst lives in the Netherlands
and started a business in late 2005
addressing emerging needs for compli-
ance with EU environmental regula-
tions on electronics waste. He now
serves several of the top IT brands for
their European compliance and part-
ners with the world’s largest recycling
company. Chris writes, “I only make it
back to the States a few times a year,
but am planning an eventual return.” 
I 1992
Kalee Kreider joined Al Gore at the
2007 Nobel Peace Prize ceremony in
Oslo, Norway. Kalee has served as the
former vice president’s communications
director and environmental adviser
since May 2006. In 2007, Teresita
FIGHTER AND HEALER  According
to attorney Charles Gallagher ’95, the most
important issue facing Rollins College lies
beyond its Winter Park campus. “I’ve always
known that Rollins has been well thought of
regionally, but establishing that
reputation nationally—and
even internationally—is impor-
tant,” he said. “The quality of
the College’s educational
experience is excellent, but we
need to project a stronger
image. We need to get to the
point where people say the
name ‘Rollins’ in the same
breath as the names of other
strong liberal arts schools.”
Formerly a member of the Young Alumni
Council, Gallagher is now serving his second
term on the Rollins College Alumni Association
Board of Directors.
An athletic connection first brought Gallagher
to Rollins when he was a high school student. At
an age when many young people are just taking
those tentative first steps toward possible career
decisions, the entrepreneurial Gallagher was
already running his own sports medicine company.
The venture led him to a job at Rollins covering
athletic events as a trainer. Thanks to a
scholarship funded by Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic,
Gallagher was able to enroll in Rollins after
graduating from high school. “I had come to
Rollins because of sports medicine, but I also
had thought that I wanted to be a lawyer at
some point, and so I studied politics,” he said.
After earning a BA in politics in 1995,
Gallagher went on to graduate from the Stetson
University College of Law in 2000. In 2006, after
five years of working for a large firm in Tampa
and then a smaller firm in St. Petersburg, he
ventured out on his own, establishing Gallagher
& Associates Law Firm, P.A. in St. Petersburg.
His firm specializes in insur-
ance, real estate, business,
and consumer law litigation.
Gallagher currently employs
10 people, including his dad,
who does the books. “In
addition to being father and
son, we have a strong bond
as friends,” he said.
Thwarting the “Type A”
personality stereotype of
lawyers, Gallagher describes
himself as a “pretty mellow person”—just not in
the courtroom. “It’s fun to get in there and really
battle for people and their rights,” he said.
“When someone asks what we do, I tell them
that we help people solve their problems.”
Gallagher credits Rollins with preparing him
well for his legal career. “Rollins taught me how
to learn, how to read, how to think critically, how
to write. Those are skills I use every day in my
work—and in life.”
Still passionate about athletics, Gallagher
volunteers his knowledge of sports medicine at
The Breast Cancer 3-Day, an national event
where walkers trek over 60 miles in three days in
order to raise awareness and funds to help fight
breast cancer. “We all end up working about 18
hours a day, and it‘s exhausting—but I’ve never
been more excited to get up at 4 a.m. and work
so hard.”  crg@attorneyoffices.org 
—Russ J. Stacey ’05HH
Charles Gallagher ’95
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Levy (see Family Additions) defended
her dissertation, “The History of
Tobacco Cultivation in Puerto Rico,
1898-1940,” and finished her Ph.D. in
History. Florida Governor Charlie Crist
appointed Amber Werny Luke to the
Florida Developmental Disabilities
Council (FDDC) to serve a three-year
term advocating for people with devel-
opmental disabilities. Amber works
with children with disabilities in North
Port, Florida.
I 1993
Christine Bois Davis recently accepted
the position of executive director for
the Franco-American Centre in
Manchester, New Hampshire. She
writes, “I would love to hear from
other Rollins alumni in the area.” After
taking some time off after the birth of
her second daughter, Tina Renes Krall
joined the Miller Center of Public
Affairs at the University of Virginia last
fall as the new director of annual giv-
ing. Tina was also recently appointed to
the board of directors for the Shelter for
Help in Emergency, a regional domes-
tic violence organization. She continues
to stay in touch with her Phi Mu sis-
ters: Kristen Kletke ’92, Melin Uhler
Lindsay ’92, Mary Moulton, and
Michelle Anderson Vance ’94. Louis
Woessner (see Weddings) accepted a
pathology practice manager position
with McKesson Corporation. In his
new role, he will cover Georgia and
Tennessee. He and his wife Rebekah
now live in Marrietta, Georgia.
I 1994
Candice Baine teaches in Winter Park
and recently traveled to Paris to visit
Brandon Rippeon, who is completing
a master’s degree in public policy at the
American University of Paris. Candice
was sent to be his American tutor. 
I 1995
Jennifer Candee Zaharewicz sends
news that she and her husband are
enjoying living in London and have
finally put down roots across the pond
after two years. She writes, “Please con-
nect with me if your business or per-
sonal travels take you to the UK.”
Christopher Fitzgeraldwas featured
in a February 1 article on CNN.com,
“From Cabbage Patch doll to
Frankenstein’s’ Igor.” The article dis-
cussed Christopher’s roles as “an enor-
mous, marshmallowy Cabbage Patch”
doll for a Geico auto insurance com-
mercial and his role as Igor in Mel
Brooks’ Young Frankenstein: The
Musical. In May, he was nominated for
a Tony Award for Best Performance by
a Featured Actor in a Musical for his
role as Igor. Elizabeth Folger Conover
(see Family Additions) lives in
Greensboro, North Carolina and
works as a finance director for Lincoln
Financial.
I 1996
Jeff Dattilo is engaged to actress
Shashanah Newman. They plan to wed
in September in New York City, where
they both live. Jeff also recently com-
pleted his run in the Broadway produc-
tion of Monty Python’s Spamalot as Sir
Bedevere. It was his Broadway debut.
Vail Duggan has relocated from
Charleston, South Carolina to
Orlando, Florida to pursue a position
with ESPN Outdoors as manager of
promotions and marketing. Kate
Ogden McCauley graduated from the
University of Leicester in England with
a research Ph.D. looking at drama
and theater in British education. She
continues to work as the head of a per-
forming arts department at a college.
Her husband Mathew McCauley also
graduated with a doctorate in clinical
psychology in 2006. He continues to
work as a clinical psychologist with the
US Air Force, which is based in
England. Doug Satzman (see Family
Additions) was promoted to vice presi-
dent of licensed stores for Starbucks. In
his new role, he is responsible for the
growth of Starbuck’s license business
unit for North America. He and his
family are relocating to Seattle.
I 1997
Penelope Dane is living it up in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, while she finishes her
MFA in fiction. She writes, “I’m in the
market for a patron while I finish my
novel, all interested please e-mail me.”
I 1998
Shannon Barry has been enjoying
mini reunions across the country. In
New York, she met up with Jeanmarie
Esposito Eck ’97, Lynn Burke
Bogner, Brandy Mitchell, Bart
Bishop ’00, and Greg Climer ’01. She
writes, “Lynn had new pictures of her
beautiful 2-year-old boy and Greg had
great stories about teaching.” In Los
Angeles, she saw Celia Finkelstein ’01,
who has been going on lots of exciting
auditions, and Dan Joseph ’02, who is
about to finish grad school for broad-
cast journalism. After living in Los
Angeles for six years, Scott Ferguson is
now in Tampa. Suzanne Rehakwrites,
“I wanted to thank Rollins College for
the amazing education I received and
for the beautiful celebration they held
in honor of our 10-year reunion. It
was so wonderful to see everyone who
I missed for so long! It has been a
privilege and blessing to be a part of
the Rollins family.” 
I 1999
In November, Julie Garcia del Busto
Biggs (see Family Additions) became a
nationally board certified teacher.
Andrea Henderson Ehresman ’02MBA
(see profile p. 45) has been with Coca-
Cola in Denver for a year and a half
and was recently promoted to senior
customer marketing manager. She
writes, “Coca-Cola is a fantastic com-
pany for which to work!” Randi
Winant Hewitwas named president of
the Community Foundation of
Elmira-Corning and the Finger Lakes
Area, Inc. by its board of directors. The
nonprofit organization is home to
more than 130 individual charitable
funds, each with a purpose that mirrors
their donor’s particular philanthropic
goals.
I 2000
Leah Canlas
Nash is direc-
tor of member
services and
leadership
development
for the Florida
Nurses Association. Her role includes
member recruitment and retention,
member communication, and confer-
ence planning. Miguel De Arcoswas
featured in a March 7 article in the
Orlando Business Journal, “Miguel De
Arcos ready to expand his firm.” The
article discussed Miguel’s work to
make his mark with a new firm he
created: Sperry Van Ness/Paradigm
Commercial Real Estate Group. Sperry
Van Ness is a national $12-billion glob-
al real estate brokerage firm based in
California with a limited presence in
Central Florida, and Miguel is working
to build the brand. Heather Smith
Temkin-Welch opened a new gynecol-
ogy office dedicated to serving women
of all ages in the Central Florida area.
Women Caring for Women offers a
foundation of trust, understanding,
and compassion. Heather writes,
“Every woman deserves this holistic
approach to optimizing her health.”
Ram Yogendra obtained his medical
degree from St. George’s University
School of Medicine and is starting his
residency training in anesthesia at
SUNY Downstate in Brooklyn, 
New York.
I 2001
Shuffle Master announced that Julia
Boguslawski ’03MBA has joined their
company as its director of investor
relations, responsible for maintaining
the company’s critical investor relations
functions as well as conducting project
management for investor relations-
related activities.
I 2002
Scott Filterwas elected president of the
DC Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators, which includes an
appointment on the executive board of
the Eastern Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators. Michael
Jonesmoved to Hartford, Connecticut
to work for Carrier Corporation’s world
headquarters as the manager of execu-
tive and international compensation.
Ashley Roth started her own fitness
business in New York City called Kick
Ash Fitness. She teaches classes that
integrate the strength and focus of
martial arts with the fun and energy of
a good exercise class.
I 2003
In July, Aimee Johnston Baker (see
Weddings) earned a master’s degree in
art education from the University of
Tennessee. She has since moved to
Colorado, where she teaches art for
Denver public schools. Aimee writes, “I
miss the Florida beaches!” Noelle
Moore is living her dream in San
Diego, California as a marketing proj-
ect manager at MedImpact Healthcare
Systems Inc. Most recently, she had the
opportunity to work with Colin
Powell, former US Secretary of State,
who was the keynote speaker at their
annual conference. Noelle writes, “I
had two professors who truly influ-
enced my life: Thad Seymour and Jill
Jones. I thought they would love to see
where all our talks about life and living
have landed me.” Yvette Moore started
a certificate program in interior design
and computer-aided drafting design.
Ben Princewas accepted to both the
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universities of Texas and Oregon. He
has decided to attend UT, where he
took two classes in the spring, environ-
mental law and policy and water policy
planning. He writes, “Both classes are
amazingly interesting and I feel Rollins
prepared me well for the challenge.”
Sally Smithworks in Washington, DC
at The Partnership for Public Service,
which is a non-partisan, nonprofit
organization dedicated to revitalizing
public service through a campaign of
educational efforts, policy research,
public-private partnerships and legisla-
tive advocacy.
I 2004
In 2007, Dan Deavermoved to New
York, where he works for a major
entertainment company. Last summer,
Alex Gift bought a thoroughbred with
a few of his friends and named him
Jazz in the Park. They have since suc-
cessfully entered him into the Arkansas
Derby and the Northern Dancer
Stakes Race. In November, they
bought another horse, Cinna Man,
that is being trained in Oklahoma on
Toby Keith’s farm. After working for
Coca-Cola in Germany for a while,
Janasia Pierce has returned to Florida,
where she now works for Siemens
Power Generation, purchasing spare
parts for power plants from Siemens-
operated warehouses and factories in
Germany. Toby Rice is the managing
member of Rice Energy LLC. His
responsibilities include the evaluation
of oil and gas prospects, management
of company funds, and leading the
acquisition team. Toby is a member of
the Society of Petroleum Engineers and
Environment Texas. He is also current-
ly a member of the faculty at Texas
A&M, where he lectures on petroleum
economics. Mark Thompson (see
Weddings) works at Citigroup in
Tampa as an investment banking ana-
lyst while his wife Ginny Ann
Cauthen Thompson ’06 is finishing
her second year of law school at Nova
Southeastern University in Fort
Lauderdale. Michael Thorstad has
moved from the small boutique real
estate firm of J. Richard Allison Real
Estate, Inc. to the major New York-
based real estate firm of the Corcoran
Group Real Estate, Inc., where he will
now be a Florida realtor associate in
residential and commercial real estate
in their Palm Beach office. Kendra
Uglietta is engaged to Anthony
Ferreri ’08HH. The couple plans to
wed in November of 2008 in Naples,
Florida.
I 2005
Alexandra Foss and Jonathan Strout
became engaged on December 22,
2007. They met and fell in love at
Rollins during their freshman year.
Matt Gerber
has joined
Citizens Bank of
Florida and will
serve as retail
sales officer in its
Aloma/Winter
Park office. In
his new capacity,
Matt will work with consumer and
commercial customers in deposit serv-
ices and lending. Prior to joining
Citizens Bank, he worked in wealth
management and other direct sales
roles at a local bank in its management
training program. In his role so far, he
has been instrumental in setting up a
partnership between his bank and the
Tars Sports Network, now known as
the The Citizens Bank of Florida Tars
Sports Network, which features more
than 175 productions of nine Rollins
athletic pro-
grams.
Selena
Moshell has
had a variety
of jobs since
graduating,
including
being an
animal
manager at the Orlando Science
Center, dancing aboard a Royal
Caribbean ship, and opening an Equity
show at Disney. Currently, Selena per-
forms in front of the castle in the
Magic Kingdom and as the principle
aerial act at the Festival of the Lion
King. Deena Patsourakos is working
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ON A ROLL   “Almost everyone I know
thinks I’m nuts for playing a contact sport on
wheels,” Jeannie Dowis ’95HH ’03MLS said.
But these days, the museum curator, founda-
tion administrator, arts journalist, part-time
deejay, and roller derby queen finds harmo-
ny—even unity—in challenging convention
and pursuing disparate interests.
She didn’t always. When she entered
Rollins’ Hamilton Holt School nine years after
high school, Häagen-Dazs ice cream and jay-
walking were all Dowis believed she had in
common with her fellow students. “I was into
punk music, peaceful anarchy, and Reagan
hating,” she said. As a humanities major,
however, she discovered that her ability to
embrace the conventional as well as the cut-
ting edge was an asset. “My fascination with
popular culture helped me better understand
the cultural issues of previous generations
and ancient civilizations,” Dowis explained. “I
found that culture in its real historical context
constantly paralleled current trends and that
there was often a message behind a master-
piece that reflected political and social
changes.” That discovery inspired her to
make cultural education the focus of her life
and career.
She began that career—museum adminis-
tration—directly after graduation, at both the
Charles Hosmer Morse Museum of American
Art and the DeLand Museum of Art. But two
jobs and one direction weren’t enough for a
mind yearning to span the breadth of culture.
So Dowis also became a culture-scene
columnist, writing “Where It’s At” for the
Daytona Beach News-Journal. “I loved the
challenge of translating intangible cultural
experiences into pithy verbiage that got read-
ers off their couches and out to theaters, gal-
leries, and concerts.”
Dowis’s “big break” came when Ormond
Memorial Art Museum and Gardens hired her
as its first education and special projects
coordinator. To meet the challenges of her
new job, she returned to the Hamilton Holt
School, where the Master of Liberal Studies
program further validated her penchant for
the avant-garde. “The program helped me
see that people who
challenge conven-
tion and consider
alternatives to
norms are the driv-
ing forces in cultural
change,” she said.
Dowis wrote her
thesis on the histori-
cal importance of
artist collectives and
went to work for
Atlantic Center for
the Arts’ Harris
House in New Smyrna Beach immediately
following completion of her degree. She also
started a creative writing program for middle-
schoolers and became grants administrator
of the charitable foundation her husband
inherited, creating the Ezra Kaplan Memorial
Scholarship for students in Rollins’ Master of
Liberal Studies program. In her “spare” time,
she deejayed at home parties.
Entering her 40s, Dowis decided she needed
a physical challenge in her eclectic mix of
pursuits. So, she became co-owner and man-
ager of Florida Rollergirls, a flat-track roller
derby league, calling on her arts and public
relations skills to publicize matches, design
flyers, and run the company. “I find today’s
grassroots derby to be a fun and empowering
experience that keeps me aerobically fit and
strong.” She chose “Flyin’ J” as her skater
name, and her team was undefeated after
two seasons.
Recently, Dowis wrapped up filming a DVD
for an exhibit of Harold Garde paintings that
she will curate at the Museum of Florida Art
in Deland in December. She is also writing an
essay for a book about Garde’s work.
The erstwhile punk-rock rebel clearly has
found the key to focusing her panoramic
vision: “My talent lies in recognizing patterns
and finding harmony among seemingly unre-
lated things, then putting them together in a
way that makes them shine as parts of a bal-
anced whole.” It’s how Dowis keeps her bal-
ance, both on and off the track.
jdowis@cfl.rr.com —Renée Anduze ’04HH
Jeannie Dowis ’95HH ’03MLS
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on a master’s degree in criminal justice
at UCF.Colin Sabinmoved to Los
Angeles to pursue his acting career. In
May, Meredith Woods graduated with
a master’s in mass communication –
public relations from the University of
Florida. In her spare time, she still
trains and competes in dressage compe-
titions. She keeps in close contact with
Lauren Engelmann and Vanessa Sain
’06MBA.
I 2006
Fry Hammond Barr, a full-service
advertising agency based in Orlando,
hired Chrissy Cardinell Garton (see
Weddings) as public relations account
coordinator. In her new role, Chrissy
is responsible for supporting strategic
public relations initiatives for a variety
of agency clients. Since graduation,
Griff Doherty has moved to
Washington, DC, where he has
worked for Senator Edward Kennedy
for the past year and a half.
Christina Jeffrey recently landed a
position as public affairs and media
relations coordinator for Brigham and
Women’s Hospital in Boston. In
December, Michael Klemann earned
a master’s degree in management sci-
ence and engineering from Stanford
University. He is currently employed
at Cutler Group LP in San Francisco
as a market maker in equity options.
Derek McIver was accepted to the
Sawyer Business School at Suffolk
University in Boston, where he will
participate in their global MBA pro-
gram with an emphasis on interna-
tional marketing. Nicole Keschinger
lives and works in Hong Kong, where
she has been since graduation. Celia
Merendi was featured on “Your
Mama Don’t Dance,” a Lifetime reali-
ty dance television show hosted by
Ian Ziering that pairs dancers with
their parents. In May, John Ryan’s
newest play New Rochelle premiered
at the Orlando International Fringe
Festival. The play, which is a comedy
about the sinister side of TVLAND’s
happiest sitcom family, was directed
by Yvette Kojic ’07 and starred John
as the all-American son with a strange
fascination with Rock Hudson.
Vanessa Verdecia ’07 did the set
design. It was the first prize winner of
the 2008 Rollins College Friends of
the Annie Grant Award. Daniel
Tighe ’07MBA is finishing his first
year at UF law school. He writes, “I
have great memories of Rollins
College and Winter Park.” Kristen
Walkotten is working on a master’s
in school psychology at UCF.
I 2007
Michael Dalto was offered a season
contract at The “B” Street Theater in
Sacramento. Erik Fawcett is interning
on Capitol Hill for Congressman Pete
Stark’s office. Allison Fleischner
teaches kindergarten in the Boston area.
FAMILY ADDITIONS
’80 Valerie Wieand Kalas (see Weddings)
and husband John, son William James,
9/28/07, who joins sisters Oliva, 12,
Julia, 10, and Suzanna, 8.
’86 Ryan Flanigan and wife Amanda,
son Owen Francis, 4/18/08.
’87 Sam Hocking and wife Jennifer,
son Francis Finley, 4/21/08.
’91 Jennifer Pitts Scheiderman and
husband David, daughter Jillian Rose,
1/15/08, who joins brother Jack, 3.
’92 Teresita Levy and husband
Benjamin Lapidus, son Ilan Andros,
9/14/07, who joins brother Ari, 2.
’94 Audrey Duke Oscarson and hus-
band James, son Ethan James, 1/22/08,
who joins brother Hunter, 8. Suzanne
Jarrett
Melan and
husband
Mitch,
daughter
Payton
Aleese,
12/8/07.
’95 Elizabeth Folger Conover and
husband Nathan,
son Henry Weber,
6/17/07. 
Liz Lee Williamson
and husband Heath,
daughter Maggie,
5/23/07, who joins
brother Ayers, 2.
Shawn Pistor
’99MBA and wife
Dena, daughter Sloane Mako, 5/13/08.
’96 Sharon Beville
Tomaszewski and
husband Jim, daugh-
ter Ava Jean, 1/15/08.
’96 Doug Satzman
and wife Heather, daughter Abigail
Kate, 4/30/08.
’97 Molly DuPont and husband
Trevor Schaffer, son Wilson Lawrence,
9/27/07, who joins brother Teddy, 2. 
Jayson and Elissa
Levin Rieger, son Jack
Mason, 2/4/08, who
joins sisters Peyton, 6,
and Devyn, 2.
’98 Monica Cox
Boucek and
husband Braden,
son Shepherd
Paul, 3/9/08. 
Elizabeth Yeager
Kahn and husband
Daniel, son Bryan
Hunter, 11/3/07,
who joins sister
Shelby, 3.
’99 Samantha Cichero Hammell and
husband Donny, son Alexander
Giovanni, 2/10/08.
Monica Bonilla
Magana (see
Weddings) and hus-
band Enrique, son
Enrique, 9/28/07.
Julie Garcia del
Busto Biggs and hus-
band Jason, son
David Zane, 9/19/07.
Chip and Zaria
Goschalk Walter
’00, daughter
Georgia Claire,
1/2/08.
’00 Matthew ’04MBA and Betsy
Carroll Mitchell ’03 ’04MBA, son
Carter James, 2/6/08.
’01 Tyler and
Adair Butt
Smith ’00, son
Conrad Nixon,
11/21/07.
WEDDINGS
’80 Valerie Wieand to John Kalas,
10/21/06.
’93 Deanna
Bartsch to Brian
Norris, 9/8/07,
in Atlanta, GA;
attendees: Janel
Stover ’92 and
Ilena Meier
Endahl.
Kenneth Rhea to Claudia Chaparro-
Pignalosa, 3/29/08, in Cartagena,
Colombia; attendees: Alejandro
Cubina.
Louis Woessner
to Rebekah
Hebert, 2/10/07.
’99 Monica
Bonilla to
Enrique Magana,
10/14/06. CJ
Pacelli to Alfred Soriano, 4/7/07.
’02 Kasie Jacobs
to William Van
Faasen, 7/21/07,
in Manchester-by-
the-Sea, MA;
attendees:
Alexandra
Bullock ’00 and
Amelie Freedman ’03. Wendy Meyer
to Christopher Perry, 12/29/07, at the
JW Marriott Grande Lakes Resort. 
Rachel Rice to Jason Turner,
12/29/07, in Rome, GA; attendees:
Lauren Alexander, Allison Boxer,
Calla DeGennaro Fiduccia, Crystal
Grant Liebling ’04MBA, Lindsay
Longmire, Joslyn Lyons Fagan,
Anastasia McGrane, and Ramey
Wood ’06MAC. 
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Elyssa Rokicki to Pete Haber, 5/5/07,
at Water’s Edge in Westbrook, CT;
attendees: Chandra Durkin, Liz
Lukos, Chantel Figueroa ’03, and
Susan Herrada ’03.
’03 Aimee Johnston to David Baker,
10/6/07. Shea Szambecki to David
Loper, 10/13/07, in Vermillion, OH.
’04 Graham Naylor to Travis Niemi,
10/26/07. Elizabeth Thomas to Nick
Park, 1/5/08. 
Mark
Thompson
to Ginny
Ann
Cauthen ’06,
1/5/08, at
Knowles
Memorial
Chapel;
groomsmen: Drew Sipka ’05MBA and
Matthew Umbers ’05; bridesmaid:
Odile Perez ’06; attendees: Andrew
Groslimond, Domenick Iacovo, Eric
Karlin ’05, Andrea Root ’05, Lindsey
Soffes ’05, Carly Rothman ’06,
Christen Westover ’06, Carson Fuller
’07, Associate Professor of German
Nancy Decker, and Men’s Tennis
Coach Ron Bohrnstedt.
’05 Meredith Culp ’07MAT to Samuel
Blankenship, 1/26/08, at Knowles
Memorial Chapel; bridesmaid: Kate
Thornton; attendees: Graham Naler
’04, Lee Bolen, Jon Kumin, Kaywan
Ghazi-Zadeh ’06, and Phil Spencer
’06. 
Shereena Dann to Michael Seerattan,
10/20/07, at Knowles Memorial
Chapel; bridesmaids: Nikkia Gumbs
’08MHR, Juliet Rowgo, and Aidalyn
Walsh; attendees: Timothy Bratcher,
Leila Kirkland Bellaire, and James
Gill ’06.
’06 Chrissy
Cardinell to
Craig Garton,
1/12/08.
’07 Victoria
Rudolph to
James
Timberlake,
1/26/08, in Knowles Memorial
Chapel. 
IN MEMORY
’28 June Mosher Rhodes died
March 2, 2008. She was a member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma. June truly
has a Rollins family. The list of rela-
tives who graduated from Rollins is
extensive: her brother Herbert
Mosher ’27 (deceased), sons John
Rhodes ’55 and Richard Rhodes
’63 (deceased), daughter-in-law Linda
Schmidt Rhodes ’65 (deceased),
grandson Richard Rhodes ’90, and
granddaughters Judith Rhodes ’91
and Jen Rhodes ’92.
’29 Lois Bartlett Tracy died April
8, 2008. Lois was an artist who
lived to bring out the best in other
artists. In addition to winning a
gold medal at the 1939 World’s Fair
in New York for her Florida jungle
paintings, Lois has had her paintings
displayed at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Guggenheim Museum, and the
Museum of Modern Art, as well as
at the Smithsonian Institution’s Air
and Space Museum in Washington,
DC. In addition to painting, she
created an artists colony in
Englewood in the 1960s to inspire
others; taught at Rollins, the
University of Virginia, the
University of Kentucky, and Edison
Community College; and wrote two
books, Painting Principles and
Practices and Adventuring in Art.
Lois is survived by two sons, 10
grandchildren, and 12 great-
grandchildren.
’35 Jonathan Hall died February
10, 2008. In 1938, Jonathan began
teaching science and drawing classes
at Gallaudet University and, in
1942, was named a professor of
natural sciences. He taught biology
and science courses until he retired
in 1977. He took his students on
field trips to collect specimens and
made visual aides to help in his
classroom presentations, including
filmstrips and home movies demon-
strating scientific principles. He was
predeceased by his wife Aileen and is
survived by two sons, two daughters,
and a granddaughter.
’36 Molly Mergentime Bayer died
February 29, 2008.
’36 Mary White Lemly died May
2, 2007.
’40 Alice Elliott Shaw died July 6,
2007.
’43 Estelle Bakal Berman died
February 1, 2008.
’43 Edward Friedson died April 21,
2008. Edward was an underwater
demolitions expert in the Marines
during WWII, serving in Guam,
Guadalcanal, and Okinawa. He was
one of the founders of a career train-
ing program at Cedar Knolls Youth
Center in Laurel, Maryland, training
incarcerated youths in auto mechan-
ics. He was also the founder of a
mentoring program for inner-city
elementary children in Southeast
Washington. The program, called
Kids, provides college scholarships
for students who achieve academic
distinction throughout their school-
ing. He is survived by his wife Janet,
two sons, seven grandchildren, and
one great-grandson.
’43 James P. Niver died December
2007. His niece Anne Niver Fischl
’83 sent news of his passing and
wrote, “He attended his 50th reunion
at Rollins in 1993 and always spoke
fondly of his college years.”
’45 Marie Rogers Gilbert died
November 2, 2007. Marie published
seven books of poetry and won
numerous awards for her literary
achievements. She also served on the
board of trustees at St. Andrews
Presbyterian College.
’45 Helen Weldon Chambers died
April 18, 2008. A retired school-
teacher for the Fairfield School
System, Helen spent most of her
30-plus-year career teaching at
Holland Hill School. She was also a
parishioner for many years at St. Pius
X Church. She was preceded in death
by her husband Bob and is survived
by two sons, five grandchildren, and
a great-granddaughter.
’46 Louise Evans Murdock ’63MAT
died March 4, 2008. Louise was a
teacher in Orange County Public
Schools for 32 years, 28 of which
were served at Lake Silver
Elementary School in College Park.
Following her retirement in 1989,
she volunteered in patient mail serv-
ices at Florida Hospital Orlando for
 I N  M E M O R Y   
Rollins loses beloved 
former Chapel dean
Arnold Wettstein
’06H
Arnold Wettstein ’06H, a
beloved member of the
Rollins community,
passed away May 30,
2008. Wettstein served as
dean of the Knowles Memorial Chapel from 1973 to 1992 and
professor of religion from 1968 to 1998. The recipient of
numerous recognitions for teaching and service through out his
career, he was named both dean emeritus and professor
emeritus on his retirement from those roles and was awarded
an honorary doctorate of humane letters by the College’s
board of trustees in 2006. We extend our condolences to
Arnold’s wife, Marguerite; daughter Deborah ’77; and sons
Ted and Fritz ’83. A celebration of Dean Wettsetin’s life will be
conducted at the Knowles Memorial Chapel on September 21,
2008 at 2:00 p.m. and a memorial tribute will appear in the fall
issue of the Rollins Alumni Record. 
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14 years. She was an active member
of the Orange County Teacher’s
Association - Retired, and a proud
member of Alpha Delta Kappa hon-
orary sorority for women educators.
She was preceded in death by her
husband Kenneth and is survived by
a son, two daughters, six grandchil-
dren, and five great-grandchildren.
’48 Ina Goldberg died December 1,
2007. She died surrounded by her
loving family. Ina always spoke highly
of her days at Rollins and was the
first person in her family to go to
college. Her family always admired
her accomplishment.
’48 Mary Peters Bucher died April
1, 2008. During WWII, she served
in the Women’s Army Corps and left
the Army as a first lieutenant. After
graduating, she worked as a social
worker for the State of Florida doing
adoption investigations. She was also
active in the Rotary-Ann’s and was
an advisor for the Chi Omega
Chapter at Rollins for many years.
She is survived by her husband
Harold, two sons, and a daughter.
’49 David “Hap” Clark died
December 23, 2007. Hap’s roots in
county government stretched back
more than a century. His father served
as a commissioner in the 1930s and
his grandfather in the 1890s. He
spent 16 years as principal at Hudson
Elementary School, after teaching at
multiple schools in Dade City, New
Port Richey, and Zephyrhills. In addi-
tion to politics and teaching, Hap was
an excellent cook and in the 1980s
and ’90s, owned two Pasco restau-
rants. He is survived by his wife Susan
and two sons.
’49 Raymond O. Holton, Jr. died
April 10, 2008. He was a business
owner, a teacher at Winter Park
High School, and served in the
Jaycees of Winter Park. Later, he was
a member of the Lion’s Club and
American Legion Post No. 112. One
of his most proud accomplishments
was having served with the 4th
Infantry Division in the US Army
during WWII. He was predeceased
by his first wife Mary Hill Holton
’49 and his second wife Eunice and
is survived by two sons, two daugh-
ters, a stepson, and 11 grandchildren.
’50 David McKeithan died April
27, 2008. He served in WWII in the
European Theatre 1942-1945, the
Battle of the Bulge, and was among
the first to go into the concentration
camp at Dachau. He also participat-
ed in the liberation of Paris. David
was an avid golfer, achieving a 3
handicap at the peak of his game
and was a member of Bay Hill Club
and Lodge, Interlachen Country
Club, and Royal Dornoch Golf Club
in Dornoch, Scotland.
’55 Barbara Neal Ziems died
December 13, 2007. Barbara was
active in the Republican Party and
served as a precinct captain in Fairfax
County. In the early 1970s, she was
a district manager for the U.S.
Census Bureau and co-owned a
bookstore in McLean. At the Central
Intelligence Agency, she worked in
counternarcotics and counterterror-
ism and on special projects for 21
years before retiring in 2003. After
retiring, she moved to Benicia,
California to be nearer her daughters
and grandchildren. She is survived
by two daughters, a son, and two
grandchildren.
’56 Doris Hicks McWilliams died
January 12, 2008. She is survived by
her husband Jim, 3 daughters, 5
grandchildren, and 5 great-grand-
children.
’57 Josephine Cayll Dittmer died
April 17, 2008. She was involved
with the arts all her life, being most
interested in watercolor painting and
sculpture. After graduating from col-
lege, Josephine worked as a school-
teacher, bookkeeper, and co-owner
of several businesses with her hus-
band. She was predeceased by her
husband Theodore and is survived
by two daughters.
’57 Arlette Girault Haight died
November 27, 2007. Arlette attend-
ed Rollins for one year as the French
department’s scholarship student and
as a teacher’s assistant. She graduated
from the British Institute in Paris,
THE REAL THING  For decades, the
world’s most recognizable brand has been a
beverage sold everywhere from convenience
stores to high-end restaurants—that is, until
recently, when Coca-Cola, self-dubbed “the
real thing,” was eclipsed by the search-engine
behemoth Google as the global “it” brand. It’s
the job of Andrea Henderson Ehresman and
the other marketing gurus at Coca-Cola to
get the world’s most popular
soft drink back at the top of
the list.
As a marketing manager
for the FoodService Division
of Coca-Cola North America,
Ehresman works directly with
her counterparts at restaurants
across Denver, Colorado to
help them better market
Coca-Coca to their clientele.
In the competitive soft-drink
market, clever marketing and
brand awareness are the
keys to whether someone
orders a Coke or a Pepsi to
go with their meal of choice.
Ehresman gained a
keen understanding of the economics and
psychology of consumer choice during both
her undergraduate and MBA studies at Rollins.
“My undergrad studies in economics taught
me the basics of all business, while my MBA
taught me how to be well rounded in the
business world,” she said. In addition to the
hands-on subject matter of the classroom at
Rollins, she enjoyed the duality of the curriculum:
“The classes were the perfect balance of
instruction and group share—the teamwork
provided me with the skills to both lead and
participate in business.”
Ehresman credits the teamwork philosophy
she learned in the classroom as the corner-
stone of her professional success. She
subscribes to the adage that mirrors her own
beliefs in the importance of teamwork: “If you
want to go fast, travel alone; but if you want
to go far, travel together.” Her work is now
one of cohesive teamwork, one in which she
counsels other marketing managers to help
them grow their restaurant’s image while
improving Coca-Cola’s own brand awareness.
While Coca-Cola is certainly the most
popular brand she’s marketed, Ehresman has
experience with some of the
largest brands in the country,
including Darden
Restaurants— owner of Olive
Garden and Bahama Breeze,
among others— as well as
Universal Orlando Resort.
Her first job out of Rollins saw
her representing a more local
brand, Big Bend Hospice, an
experience that allowed her
to hone her skills while con-
tributing to the efforts of a
worthy cause.
Asked about how her
profession has changed during
her career, Ehresman quickly
points to the shift from billboards
and magazines to blogs and banners. “With
the growth of online and digital media, con-
sumers are in tune with so many different
types of messages. It’s imperative to clearly
define the target and the media that will work
best for a brand.”
Coca-Cola got the “real thing” in
Ehresman—a marketing manager who
understands this digital shift and continually
reexamines her company’s brand image to
ensure that it is marketed effectively to millions
of consumers in Colorado and beyond. Her
philosophy: “Go beyond what is required of
you and find ways of improving your business
that are beyond your realm of responsibility.”  
aehresman@na.ko.com
—Nathaniel Eberle ’98 ’01MACCT
Andrea Henderson Ehresman ’99 ’02MBA
45SUMMER 2008
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France, and attended Cambridge
University and the University of Seville.
She returned to France and eventually
married Dan Haight ’54 subsequent
to his attending the University of Oslo’s
summer program on the Corrin Strong
Scholarship. Arlette retained her French
citizenship and taught at the Westminster
School, Valdosta State College, and
Emory University. She is survived by
her husband, a son, and a daughter.
’57 Edward Williams died September
17, 2007.
’60 Vallorie Burnette ’76MAT died
November 12, 2007. Vallorie dedicated
herself to the service of youth through
her work as a school counselor, youth
employment officer, and vista volun-
teer. She is survived by two sisters.
’63 Deborah Stedron Lynn died
August 5, 2007. She helped make her
children’s lives rich and full of possibil-
ity. Deborah brought youthful enthusi-
asm and originality to everything she
did and brought out these qualities in
her closest friends, family, as well as
anyone she met. She is survived by
James Lynn ’61, two sons, and six
grandchildren.
’65 George Leighton Bridge, III
died January 18, 2008. For many
years, he was the head of the art
department at Noble & Greenough
School in Dedham, Massachusetts.
He is survived by his wife Barbara
and two sons.
’66 R. Sclater Brown, Jr. died in
March 2007.
’66 Stuart J. Lathrop died
February 6, 2008. Stuart was with
the Army Security Agency and
attended Defense Language School
for Russian language. He served in
West Germany for three years and
spoke fluent German. He also pre-
viously owned Lathrop Travel in
Scarborough, Maine, and was
recently employed with the Ritz-
Carlton at the Beach Club in
Sarasota, Florida.
’06 Derek Edwards died March 1,
2008. Derek attained the rank of
Eagle Scout and was a 2002 graduate
of Battleground Academy in Franklin,
Tennessee. He was attending the
Motorcycle Mechanics Institute in
Orlando. He is survived by his par-
ents and a sister, Teresa Edwards ’12.
Richard F. Trismen ’57
A Life of Law and Loyalty
If you asked someone who’d spent time with
Richard “Dick” Trismen ’57 to describe him, they
would no doubt recall the twinkling eyes, the
expressions of amusement, and the personal
attention, all punctuated by the occasional tap of
his pipe on a nearby ashtray. Conversations with
the Winter Park attorney could
be like seven-course meals:
often long, but offering a rich
sampling of appetizing topics.
Those who knew him well were
familiar with his passions for fly
fishing and the St. Louis
Cardinals, and his deep love for
his family.
Although he was born in
New York and attended schools
in Pennsylvania, North Carolina,
and Connecticut, Trismen was
100 percent Winter Park. His parents moved to
Rollins’ hometown when he was two. He started
college at Duke University, but soon discovered
the life and education he sought were right in his
backyard. He transferred to Rollins, where he
majored in English, joined Sigma Nu fraternity,
was tapped for Key Society, played tennis for the
Tars, and earned a General Charles McCormick
Reeve Award for scholarship. Following his grad-
uation from the College, he earned his LL.B.
degree from Yale Law School, returning to Winter
Park to begin practicing law.  
He became deeply involved in the fabric of
the city, including serving on several City boards
and eight years as City Attorney. Among the insti-
tutions that benefited from Trismen’s leadership
were the Depugh Nursing Home, Loch Haven Art
Center/Orlando Art Association, the Florida
Symphony, the English-Speaking Union, the
Bach Festival Society of Winter Park, and Winter
Park Memorial Hospital and its foundation.
He was also committed to Rollins, contribut-
ing as both a teacher (1966-89) and an officer of
the College—first as assistant sec-
retary (1970-78) and then as secre-
tary. At the time of his death in
February 2008, he had just been
elected to his 31st term as secre-
tary. He was looking forward to his
50th Class Reunion (celebrated last
March) and had made a special gift
to the College in honor of his class.
In recognition of his affection
for his alma mater and dedication
to the College’s educational mis-
sion, the Board of Trustees passed
a Resolution honoring Trismen’s memory. David
Lord ’69 ’71MBA, trustee and former associate
vice president for business at the College, com-
mented, “I’m probably one of the few who knew
Dick in most of his Rollins roles. I took his busi-
ness law course—at 8:00 in the morning, worked
with him as an administrator, and then served
with him on the board. He was always there to
give advice or tell a wonderful Rollins story. Dick
was a very special person, and completely
devoted to the College.”
In addition to his wife, Bonnie, and their
daughters, Amanda and Elizabeth, Trismen is
survived by his sister, T. E. “Maud” Tucker ’51.
—Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
Derek Edwards ’06
Derek Montgomery Edwards ’06 was killed in a motorcycle accident out-
side of Daytona Beach, March 1, 2008. Many of Derek’s friends gathered for
a memorial service at the Knowles Memorial Chapel in April.
Whether chauffeuring a roommate around town in his Supra, spending a
sunny Saturday washing nine or 10 of his friends’ cars, or traveling on foot
through an I-95 traffic jam to bring news of expected delays to the next car in
the caravan, Derek always leapt at the chance to put his automotive passions to work helping
those around him. He seized every opportunity to transform mundane daily tasks into memo-
rable—and oftentimes unforgettable—moments. Through his contagious personality, never-
ending smile, and youthful joy for life, he had the ability to make friends with anyone in only a
matter of minutes. His spontaneity and genuine enthusiasm for new experiences helped others
capitalize on opportunities they otherwise might have let pass.  
He will be remembered and missed by all who knew him, always.
—Michael Thayer ’06
Memorial donations may be made to "The Rollins Fund" and mailed to Rollins College
Development Office, 1000 Holt Avenue, Box 2750, Winter Park, FL 32789. All gifts will support
the Sutton Pool Renovation project, as this is an area that has had special meaning to Derek
and his friends and classmates.  
 I N  M E M O R Y   
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Jane Deon ’04  |  janedeaon@gmail.com
LEADING A DUAL LIFE–Dual cit izenship (in this case,
American/Italian) has its privileges. Although she was raised in
Vermont, Jane Deon ’04 can work anywhere in the European
Union. After graduating from Rollins with a degree in English, she
briefly taught English in Barcelona. But her roots were calling, and
she soon relocated to the land of her grandparents: Italy. “I felt the
quickest way for me to live independently in Italy would be to teach
English as a foreign language,” she said. Deon earned her certifi-
cation in 2005 and has since taught for Speak Your Mind and the
Wall Street Institute in Verona. She also continues to take courses
in Italian at Lingualt. Language differences conquered, Deon has
become a keen observer of Italian culture. She has found one of the
greatest differences between Americans and Italians to be family
orientation. “Italians value family—they don’t just talk about it, they
live it every day,”
she said. She cur-
rently divides her
time between the
land of her ances-
tors and the land of
her birth, working
in Italy and coming
home to Vermont
for summers and
Christmas. Next
year, she plans to
move back to the
States to pursue an MFA in creative writing and her long-term goal:
recognition as a novelist.
—By Ruth Jackson
Janasia Pierce Roemling ’04  |  
janasia.pierce@googlemail.com
BUYING POWER—If knowledge is
power, Janasia Pierce Roemling ’04
has doubled hers by working in two
countries and becoming fluent in two
languages. The international business
major planned early to work abroad,
double minoring in German and
economics. She spent the spring of
2002 in Muenster, Germany through
Rollins’ study-abroad program and
returned after graduation.  “My second
trip there offered me my first opportu-
nity to put my degree to work in a
business environment. I saw this as a big personal milestone.” In
Muenster, Roemling conducted market research for the postal
logistics firm Pegasus-Gruppe (formerly Pegasus Dienstleistungen)
and compiled business plans for their newly established subsidiary,
Pegasus Print & Mail GmbH. When Roemling returned to Central
Florida in 2006, she found her German language and business expe-
rience essential.  International power giant Siemens employed her as
a buyer of parts for power plants at their Siemens Power Generation
division in Orlando. Her work involves constant contact with Siemens
facilities in Germany and the U.S. Roemling believes her international
experience powered up her skills in many ways. “My time in
Germany improved my ability to look at a problem or situation from
different perspectives before forming a solution. It solidified my
German and opened my eyes to cultural richness.” She counts part
of that richness her January 6, 2007 marriage to Claas Roemling,
whom she met in Muenster.
SPOTLIGHT ON YOUNG ALUMNI
Recruiting for Rollins
MORE THAN 70 ALUMNI IN FIVE MAJOR U.S. CITIES—
Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, and Minneapolis—became
Rollins recruiters this year as participants in the Rollins Admission
Network (RAN). The volunteers helped attract distinctive,
passionate students to Rollins and nominated one prospective
student from each area for a RAN scholarship.
Through their time and energy, RAN volunteers were instumental
in expanding Rollins recruitment into new areas and familiarizing
new audiences with the College. A special thank you goes to the
RAN team leads:  Jennifer Maloney Marshall ’97 (Chicago),
Diana Best (Cincinnati), Gretchen Pollom ’93 (Dallas), Andrea
Henderson Ehresman ’99 ’02MBA (Denver), and John Erik
Ordway ’06 (Minneapolis).
For a complete list of RAN volunteers and to learn more about
the program, visit rollins.edu/admission/RAN.
Dallas RAN volunteers: (l-r) John Henry ’88 ’90MBA, Courtney Hinman
Case ’01, Heather Garrett Pelletier ’96, Anne Crichton Crews ’75,
Gretchen Pollom ’93, and Tony LeVecchio ’68 ’69MBA
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REGIONAL EVENTS
Above: Jack Rich ’38 and Tom
Grubbs ’56
Right: Jenelle Gregg Bailey ’48 and
Pennie Martin Cooke ’62
NEW YORK, NY
February 26, 2008
New York Yacht Club
ALUMNI FOX DAY–
ORLANDO,  FL
April 24, 2008  Dubsdread
(l-r) Carly Rothman ’06
and Dana Ivey ’63 ’08H
DALLAS ,  TX
January 28, 2008  At the residence of Kyle and Anne Crichton Crews ’75
Mary Martin Hayes ’55 and Kit
Johnson Rutledge ’52
(l-r) Katherine Gallagher
’06, Paige Bradbury ’04,
Memphis Hackl ’05,
Whitney Cary ’07, and
Erin Kilmartin ’06
Above: (l-r) Cat Donehue
’07, Peter Medgyesy ’06, TJ
Quatroni ’06, David Grasso
’06, and Macy Reed ’06
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Lauren Borek ’02 and
Celeste Wolter ’03
Above: (l-r) Top row: Tom Grubbs ’56, Pat McCamey ’54, and Pennie Martin
Cooke ’62, Middle row: Nancy Neide Johnson ’50, Jack Rich ’38, Saundra
Sands Hester ’59, and Andrea Scudder Evans ’68  Bottom row: Kit Johnson
Rutledge ’52, Sherry Gregg Ogilvie ’40, Alice Henry Acree ’42, Jenelle Gregg
Bailey ’48, and Mary Martin Hayes ’55
To view more regional event photos, visit:  rollins.edu/alumni/events/photos
(l-r) Assistant Director of
Development Tatjana Chenoweth
’07MBA, Cynthia Hill Landen ’87,
and Tricia Besing
(l-r) Florence Lowe,
Alex Lowe ’95, and
Jennifer Jordan ’01
Gretchen Pollom ’93 and Alumni Board
memberAnne Crichton Crews ’75
(l-r) Chuck Allen ’60, Alicia Leatherbury
Lamberty ’83, Vincent Lamberty, Clark
Warren ’57, and Gaile Warren
(l-r) Back Row: Lauren Daniel ’05, Deener Vigeant
Matthews ’52, and Sarah Culbertson ’06
ALUMNI FOX DAY–BOSTON, MA
April 24, 2008  Tennis and Racquet Club
(l-r) Barbara Dunn Akey ’00, Cato Anderson
’98, Sara Marcy ’98, and Jon Lynch ’98
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Travel with Rollins, and enjoy enriching 
experiences as you 
journey to fascinating 
destinations in the 
company of fellow 
alumni, warm friends, 
and expert faculty.
Your Gateway to the World
ќљљіћѠ
ALUMNI TRAVEL
Call: 407-646-2266 or 1-800-799-ALUM (2586)
Email: alumni@rollins.edu
rollins.edu/alumni/travel
River Life Along the Seine 
October 10 - 18, 2008
Great Journey 
Through Europe
June 15 - 25, 2009
The Blue Voyage: 
Legendary Turkey and 
the Turquoise Coast
September 30 - 
October 15, 2009
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Reunion 2009
1939 
1949 
1959 
1969 
1979 
1984 
1989 
1999 
2004
Affinity 
Reunions 
Golf
KD
15th Year
TKE 
50th Year
Anyone who’s spent more than a few days on the shores of Lake Virginia knows what 
it feels like to be a part of the Rollins family: to remember the shouts of “It’s Fox 
Day!” in the wee hours of the morning, to hear a friend’s story of Rollins, to recall the 
conversation in a favorite class that started a lifelong friendship, to know the single 
moment, the one idea that changed your path, or to remember the first time you 
looked into the face of your future wife or husband…
Rollins holds a special place in the hearts of alumni.
We’re inviting all alumni to come home, to remember and rediscover your Rollins 
connection, and to share it with your classmates, your friends, your family.
Celebrate With U
s! ќљљіћѠREUNION 2009
Call: 407-646-2266 or 1-800-799-ALUM (2586)
Email: alumni@rollins.edu
rollins.edu/alumni/reunion
March 27 - 29
Class
 Reunions
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